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1. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to develop valid and reliable assessments of
technical skills? 

Yes

KBOR has contracted with a consultant to assist in developing guidelines for approval of technical skill assessments and
credential reporting to ensure that data reported is a true representation of valid credential attainment.  We are currently
vetting our recommendations through our education and business partners, and the guidelines will be incorporated in
FY16.       

KBOR utilized Perkins funds to develop and/or expand a number of assessments of technical skills for a number of
projects. The KBOR CTE staff continues to work on the statewide program alignment process. This initiative will
systematically align technical programs with the needs of business and industry, improve the seamlessness between
secondary and postsecondary technical education programs, utilize industry-based assessments to verify the skills of
program graduates, and increase the number of graduates attaining credentials recognized and valued by business and
industry. The process incorporates appropriate industry standards, credentials, and assessments based on input from
statewide business and industry committees. To date, 28 programs have completed the Program Alignment process.       

Continued memberships through national initiatives such as the NCHSE, National Partnership for Careers in Law, Public
Safety, Corrections and Security and American Association of Family and Consumer Science were continued.  By and
through the memberships, Kansas is actively engaged in either the design or execution of third party assessments.    

Kansas is a member of the Career Pathways Collaborative (CPC), which provides states the chance to be part of
innovative new assessments, which will assess high school students’ readiness for postsecondary technical education or
entry into the workforce.  Kansas has entered into a consortium with Colorado and Mississippi to develop end of pathway
assessments. CETE at the University of Kansas is leading the assessment development. A general overall CTE
assessment is now complete along with Comprehensive Agriculture, Animal Systems, Plant Systems, Manufacturing
Production, and Marketing. Comprehensive Business assessment will be piloted in the Spring of 2016.  End-of-Pathway
assessments, Design and Pre-Construction and Finance are currently being piloted.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

EPC, TSA Board Members, Carolyn Cole (KS lead) and business and industry partners collaborated to provide student
technology contests, meetings, and social activities for about 300 students with 26 schools represented from around the
state at the Technology Student Association Annual Conference (TSA).   This annual competition conference is where
students compete in their chosen events to qualify for the National Competition. Three TSA State Leadership conferences
for teamwork and personal skills served TSA student leaders/officers as well. Kansas State University and Fort Hays
State University also joined in development of all of these conferences.    
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The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcased four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners developed and
implemented a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways, Kansas
students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage, knowledge-based
jobs these occupations require.   2015 was the the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four
secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College,
Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University
and Hutchinson Community College) have developed strong relationships between business and industry and education.
These relationships offer a valuable opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the
workforce while providing students with the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education
field.  Strong collaboration and communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of
the most successful components of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of
Education on the value of Programs of Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual
Plans of Study (IPS) for every student in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses
and competencies to reflect best practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:    

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

The National Project Lead The Way (PLTW) Assessments Team made up of selected national teachers/leaders from
PLTW schools and Kansas Educational Program Consult (EPC), led Kansas State Leaders in building appropriate
standards connectivity, guidance, and assessment processes for PLTW.  All guidance developed will benefit all 133 active
Kansas PLTW schools.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 250 staff and students.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and
disseminated to colleagues in the field.    
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2. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to develop or enhance data systems to collect and
analyze data on secondary and postsecondary academic and employment outcomes? 

Yes

Over 100 individuals completed the Data Quality Certification (DQC) Program Concentration Elective for Career and
Technical Education Data. This elective targeted data quality when gathering and reporting CTE data. The training
focuses on terminology, data elements, valid values, definitions, common misunderstandings, and applicable business
rules. Training on data accuracy and where to use it is subsequently used was also provided along with directions to
access help resources.  In order to be certified, participants were required to complete a combination of online and in
person training sessions and all corresponding homework exercises.      

KSDE, KBOR, KS Dept. of Labor and RPOS secondary/postsecondary partners make data driven decisions on support,
direction, and future needs for the development of pathways program of studies.  The informed decisions are based on
available data gathered through the State Longitudinal Data System, standardized completion requirements, industry
accepted certificates and credentials, consistent testing requirements across all institutions, and tracking of students
through the educational systems.    

Throughout the fiscal year CTE staff and IT staff at KSDE implemented ideas from the field and problem solved items for
updates to the Career Cluster Programs/Pathways web application system. Numerous trainings were held through
workshops, conferences, webinars, and PowerPoint presentations.  The Pathways Help Desk continues to be well
received and useful by the field.  The help desk staff has worked with others from the KSDE data reporting systems to
problem solve many issues that affect the LEAs and their ability to submit data.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.  This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

An ongoing pilot project, Outcome Metrics, is based on an incentivized performance-based funding model.  Initially this
project focused on those institutions who wished to volunteer their programs.  Now that baseline data has been obtained,
we will expand to all institutions in 2016.   This information, as well as employment and academic outcomes, is published
in the KTIP (Kansas Training Information Program) report each year.    

As the K-TIP data was reviewed this year, we separated programs into additional buckets based on the average salaries
earned by graduates.  We maintained the previous categories of those programs with graduates earning average salaries
above $40,000, and those below $20,000.  Of those programs with graduates average salaries below $40,000, we also
segmented a group of programs with graduates earning above $29,414 (70% of state wide average) and below $40,000. 
In 51 programs, systemwide, graduates exiting and employed are earning over $29,414.     

     

For the purposes of program evaluation discussion, we started with the list of programs which represent the top 11 in
average wages below the $40,000 limit, and matched the Classification on Instructional Program code (CIP) to the
corresponding Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) code.   This chart compiles data from the 2014 K-TIP report as
well as information from the Department of Labor; including data from (1) the 2015 Wage Survey, the (2) 2015 High
Demand List for occupations, the (3) Occupational Outlook report for 2014-2016, and the (4) Occupational Outlook report
for 2012-2022.     

The programs included on the chart represent earnings of over 80% of the state wide average per the 2015 Wage Survey
(State wide average = $42,020 – 80% is $33,616)    
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Eight of the 11 programs included on the chart are included in the 2015 High Demand/High Wage Occupation list    

10 of the 11 programs with double-digit graduates exiting are employed at over 80%    

In ONLY five programs, the 2015 Statewide Entry level wage was HIGHER than that of program graduates    

Using the 2012-2022 Occupational Outlook, all 11 programs are projected to experience positive employment change,
ranging from 3.4% growth in CAD Tech to 32.1% in Physical Therapist Assistant      

SOC 17-3026 is the only SOC code matching CIP 15.0699 or 15.0613    

2015 Program Evaluation considerations (AY2014 Data source):    

As discussed last year, utilizing Outcome Metrics measures and targets as a basic framework at the systemwide level in
addition to the institution level for program evaluation would provide several points of evaluation, and may assist in
developing a consistent methodology.  Reviewing information from the Department of Labor regarding the corresponding
occupations provides a critical view of how individual programs impact the workforce, and the employment outlook
program completers should expect.     

Once basic elements of program evaluation are determined, it is important to review all programs; taking a critical look at
those exceeding performance targets, those meeting expectations, as well as those achieving at lower levels.  It is also
crucial that these elements be reviewed not only at the institutional program levels, but also systemwide.  Effective
program evaluation might include a variety questions about the elements reviewed, including:    

Are certain programs consistently performing on employment and wage targets systemwide?  Can common elements be
identified that may provide insight for improvement in other programs?  How might resources be directed to ensure
performance is maintained?    

What is the occupational outlook for the corresponding program?  Will more, less, or the same number of graduates
exiting and entering the workforce be required?  Can program graduates expect competitive salaries?  Can entry-level
wages earned be impacted through education in some occupations?      

Addressing the results of program evaluation might contain multiple elements as well as be addressed at multiple levels. 
Questions we ask may include:    

What activities might be undertaken to maintain high performance as well as improve performance in programs
performing at lower levels?  By whom?    

How might state policy be used to improve program performance?  How might initiatives such as Outcome Metrics,
Employer Engagement, program alignment, and the Excel in CTE Initiative (SB155) be leveraged to improve
performance?    

How might we work with students to aid their awareness of programs with an improved occupational outlook? (i.e., higher
wages, long-term need for employment, etc.)    
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1.  During the reporting year, how did your state assess the career and technical education programs funded
under Perkins IV? 

Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE) monitored ten Local Education Agencies (LEAs) based on risk analysis
factors. The criteria for selection included the following:1.) analyses of submitted reports; 2.) data quality and/or data
collection issues;3.) financial issues;4.) grant management performance; including timely submission(s);5.) Perkins core
indicator performance levels;and 6.) all CTE programs/clusters are current and have been properly maintained. Six of the
ten LEAs were desk audits only and the other four LEAs participated in a desk audit and on-site monitoring visit.The LEAs
must implement improvement plans for the next fiscal year if the desk audit and desk audit/on-site generated significant
findings.    

KSDE staff provides technical assistance to LEAs/consortiums as they developed new and/or enhanced and implemented
improvement plans during FY 2015.When reviewed, each Pathway’s improvement plan must encompass 3 years and
address the following components:Partnerships, Physical Environment, Professional Development, and Instructional
Strategies.    

KSDE Consultants facilitate a peer review process for the secondary-level FY 2016 Carl D. Perkins Local Grant
application approval process. Teams of two peer reviewers from Kansas school districts assessed each grant application
against an aligning rubric with a third reviewer from KSDE.  The rubric outlined levels of approval according to required
uses, budget, advisory committees and district plans according to Perkins IV.  LEAs were notified of their approval status
by July 1, 2015, and they were allowed ample time to make revisions if needed to meet full state approval.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned with
business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

The National Project Lead The Way (PLTW) Assessments Team made up of selected national teachers/leaders from
PLTW schools and Kansas Educational Program Consultant (EPC), led Kansas State Leaders in building appropriate
standards connectivity, guidance, and assessment processes for PLTW.All guidance developed will benefit all 120+ active
Kansas PLTW schools.    

To remain competitive in a technology-rich, global economy, states must make sure that students leave high school with
the knowledge and skills necessary for success. The Career Pathways Assessment System™ (cPass®) offers a way to
measure high school students' readiness for post-secondary education or entry into the workforce.Rather than focusing on
academic skills alone, cPass also measures the knowledge and skills needed for specific career pathways. With a mix of
multiple-choice questions, technology-enhanced items, and performance-based tasks, cPass measures skills both in the
classroom and in real-world situations.cPass offers both students and states a valuable tool. Students can use the tests to
help prepare for a changing economy, and states can use the tests to help ensure a capable and effective workforce for
the future.The Career Pathways Assessment System (cPass®) currently has five operational assessments and two pilot
assessments available for administration. The first assessment is the . This assessment covers basic academic
foundations, as well as 21st-century skills (e.g., leadership and communication). The second assessment is the , which
covers agribusiness, animal systems, plant systems, food products and processing, and natural resources/environmental
science. The third assessment is the , which can be added to the Comprehensive Agriculture Assessment. This module
covers power, structural, and technical systems.  The fourth and fifth assessments are Plants Systems and Animal
Science which can be given in addition to the Comp. Ag. Assessment as well. The testing window for these operational
cPass assessments will open and close Spring of 2016.Pilot Assessments: cPass also has two assessments currently
being piloted.  They are end-of-Pathway assessments in xxxxxxx    
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In FY 2015 Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR) continued The Perkins Review, Compliance and Technical Assistance
process. The CTE staff regularly reviews the grant activities, outcomes, and expenditures for all federal and state
initiatives for which the state receives funding. Staff also reviews all state-approved CTE programs and related courses
within a four-year cycle. To remain eligible for Perkins funding, an approved CTE course must maintain an average of
eight concentrators, have a program content of at least 55% tiered technical courses and be in compliance with Program
Alignment. As part of the Perkins Review, Compliance and Technical Assistance process regional on-site visits and desk
audits are conducted each year by Board of Regents staff.  .KBOR staff conduct additional targeted visits to an institution
or region when determined necessary by submitted information. Using an established selection criteria and desk audit
reports, staff will review items in each of the four components:    

Perkins Program Review of Approved Programs  (onsite) (25%) Perkins Data Evaluation and Accountability Review (25%)
   

Civil Rights Review (25% Desk Audit – 2 on-site visits) Perkins Financial Audit (25%)    

Staff closely monitors performance and progress on core indicators, providing technical assistance for improvement. Over
the last year, this technical assistance effort has proven successful in that we see improvement in performance across
many institutions.  Due to the new OMG regulations that have become effective, 2016 will see a new risk assessment
process to determine what institutions are chosen for review, audit, technical assistance, etc.    

The Outcome Metrics program has completed its second pilot year, and results are currently under review.  For those
students completing their declared program of study and exiting postsecondary education, the program evaluates the
three key technical program performance indicators identified by Kansas business and industry stakeholders:  including
student attainment of industry-recognized credentials, employment conversion, and wages earned.  Eight programs
exceeded the targets for all three of the Outcome Metrics measures for AY2013.  Incentive funding was awarded,
institutions developed improvement strategies for AY2014 and provided progress reports.    

KBOR staff is launching the 3rd year of the pilot currently, which will expand the pilot to include all institutions offering
programs from the current 14 program areas included.  Participation by all institutions in the pilot will increase the
development and sharing of best practices as well as allow access to incentive funding that may further generate new
processes for which needs are identified.  Maintaining the current program list will assist in the continued work to
standardize certification/credential reporting structures and allow for year over year comparison.     

KBOR continued assessment of CTE programs to share wage, employment and education information in the Kansas
Training Information Prograkm which is compiled to provide yearly updates to the legislature and other constitutents, and
provide a measurement tool for CTE programs across the state.  Staff continues to expand institutional and comparison
data, and provide training and technical assistance to the colleges to help better understand their data, and improve data
reporting processes.    

Data is being collected and will be available to assess Senate Bill 155 which allows high school students to take CTE
courses with the state paying the tuition.  Education assessment of this Bill has not yet occurred as we now have our first
graduates being reported in our system. To date, we've only been able to measure the increase in credit hours,
credentials attained, and headcount of students enrolled.    

   

2.  During the reporting year, how did your state develop, approve, or expand the use of technology in career and
technical education?

KSDE CTE leadership and consultants continue the use of listservs as a means of communicating vital information
through technology.CTE educational stakeholders must register to be a part of the listserv network.Information provided
through a listserv may include, but is not limited to, cluster/pathway updates, notice of workshops/conferences relative to
their content area, links to various resources, notice of guidance changes, and innovative classroom strategies.KSDE has
constantly strived to increase the number of districts reached through our listserv process.Over 5,800 educators and
administration receive communications and updates from our listservs.A comprehensive list is on our web site to increase
awareness of all the information that is available.KSDE has created a cumulative listserv to decrease the number of
duplicate messages as well.    
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Our web-based system, Career Pathways Program of Study Application (CPPSA), is consistently being improved with
updates and suggestions from the district users and KSDE staff.Annually, LEAs submit program information to show
continuous improvement of their Pathway’s programs. We are moving towards the option of not updating annually with an
approved 3 year Improvement Plan in the pathway.Maintenance of an approved pathway may include the
addition/deletion of courses in the CTE sequence; updated advisory committee membership, and the three-year
Improvement plan that reflects advisory committee recommendations; active articulation agreements; and programs of
study (POS). There were 9% more new Pathway applications implemented in the Spring of 2015 than the previous year.
State consultants and the Pathways Help Desk provide technical assistance to users to navigate the CPPSA and respond
to program improvements for implementation of CTE pathways POS.    

There are 118 active Project Lead the Way (PLTW) Engineering programs.Kansas students continue to do well in PLTW
exams, with pass rates exceeding the national average in several areas.The state Education Program Consultants (EPC)
continues to promote PLTW at state-level conferences and workshops and is an active participant in professional
development activities provided at the national level.    

The Kansas Board of Regents staff manages a state-funded Innovative Technology Grant fund which supports projects
utilizing innovation in technology.      

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

Several EPCs provided funding to schools for a Microsoft Academy Program Grant.The funding for this grant was set at a
maximum of $5,000.This opportunity provided technical assistance where applicable to schools focused on improving
students’ knowledge and skills in business and information technology through the Microsoft Academy.  The awardees
were also given several opportunities to collaborate with post-secondary institutions, programs and faculty aligned with
the Microsoft Academy Program    

EPC led the Manufacturing cluster revision process with 10 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 3 college
representatives, and 3 business and industry representatives.The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. A few courses were added and deleted to ultimately blend the two pathways,
Production and Maintenance, into one pathway with two strands to help the smaller schools that did not have the
ability/resources to offer both full pathways.    

The Computer Science Engineering pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.The number of course offerings in
four Ag. pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their
respective clusters/pathways provide periodic updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant
pathway choices.    
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The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

EPC provided the opportunity for all high schools to submit a grant application that would provide funding for schools to
purchase new, innovative equipment for their programs within any of the following pathways:transportation,
manufacturing, construction, or LPSS.The grants went to twenty schools, both large and small districts and totaled almost
$45,000.    

State Innovative Technology Grants were funded to Washburn Institute of Technology,Salina Area Technical College, and
Allen County Community College, for a variety of technical programs including Commercial Truck Driving, Diesel
Technology, and Locomotive Mechanical Technology.      

Highland Community College purchased a Virtual Paint Training System which increases student hands-on training time
and reduces usage of actual materials.  It’s easier and safer for the instructor to teach the fundamentals of spray
application in a classroom setting.  Uses advanced technologies to engage and challenge students to learn in the auto
collision program.  Also purchased a Laguna Cabinet Door Machine with Cutters for Building Trades Program; this
machine is an advanced method used to cut a complete cabinet door in less than two minutes.    

Washburn University purchased a Solo-Step ceiling mounted mobility system for use in AL 170, AL 264, AL 265, and AL
279.  This device is being used in multiple clinical sites to assist patients with gait training and balance retraining.  Gait
training and balance retraining are major components of the PTA curriculum, however the students do not have exposure
to this equipment during the academic portion of their curriculum.  The system allows students to practice gait training and
balance retraining prior to entering the clinical training component of the program thus enhancing their technical skills.    

Pratt CC purchased mobile video equipment for Electrical Powerline Technology program for instruction in basic pole
climbing, pole top rescue, and equipment installation for distance learning programs.    

Salina Area Tech College expanded the Auto Collision and Repair with the following purchase:     

SimSpray Virtual Reality Painting Simulator Standard Training Bay. Includes stand, tracking system, face mounted display
with sensor, custom spray gun with sensor, touch screen monitor, pc with keyboard and mouse, portable shipping case
and 1 year of support. Includes Setup of SimSpray bay and onsite training of faculty.  SimSpray is a cost effective,
portable, stand-alone training appliance designed to augment traditional educational methods. Instructors get objective
feedback from the system while trainees have the ability to do more repetitions without the added costs of materials,
consumables, and energy. Using SimSpray, students hold a custom spray gun and wear a helmet while working in an
interactive, computer generated environment. Painters learn better techniques, faster and with less waste.    

Acquire new equipment at North Central Tech aimed at enhancing instructional output, amplifying effectiveness and
promoting student knowledge of current work place technology.    

Carrier Heating Unit, Wohler Flue Gas Analyser, SimuAir and SimuGas Simulator Software - $7,300    

Chief Electron Spot Welder – Auto Collision - $23,200    

Fiber to Home Lab Simulation – Telecommunications - $10,240    

Lenovo Tablet – Telecommunications - $1,855    

Tube Feeding Simulator (2 units) – Nursing Hays - $4,760    

Autel Maxisys Pro with Programmer and Battery – Auto Hays - $4,634    

Reconditioned Abbott Plum A+ Infusion Pump – Nursing Beloit - $1,950    
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Emergency Cart/Steel Code Blue Cart – Nursing Beloit - $2,290    

DDL 7.09 Detroit Diesel Diagnostic Software – Diesel - $1,795    

Fluke 773 Milliamp Process Clamp Meter – Electronics - $1,200    

Electronically Controlled Proportioning Valves – Electronics - $1,200    

Business Network Simulation Lab (8 units) – IT/Telecommunications - $27,852    

Troubleshooting Software Core Bundle – Electricity Hays – $4,495    

Lift Arm Kits (3 units) – Automotive Hays -  $4800    

Maxisys 908 Pro-scan Tool – Diesel - $3000    

Wireless Ultrasonic Wind Sensor - $2000 (Wind)    

6 iMac computers - $4500 (Graphic Design)    

Apple TVs and Large monitors - $9000 (Ag)    

Laptop for SimMan simulation - $850 (Nursing)    

At Hutchinson Community College, the purchase of a SimPad™ System is a teaching solution designed to dramatically
increase the functionality of the current line of VitalSim manikins. With improved features and versatility including a large,
intuitive touch screen design, an expanded ECG library, and new patient Parameters, SimPad is virtually a “Pick up and
Play” experience, allowing you to easily deliver simulation-based training and enhance the education environment.    

Butler Community College purchased laptops for the Nursing program and a variety of state of the art equipment for their
culinary program.    

NWKTC purchased a variety of equipment for program improvement:    

AT:Lunch X-431 pad scanner    

AT:  Ball Joint Service Set    

CR:  Sandblasting Cabinet    

CR:  All-Source Bead Blaster    

CR:  Spectrum Windshield Repair Kit    

CR:  Projection Screen w/Apple TV    

CT:  Corning Unicam Termination Kit    

CGT:  Projection screen with Apple TV    

CGT:  DSLR Camera    

CGT:  Makerbot Replicator 3 D Printer    

CSI:  2-Camera w/bag    

CSI:  2-Hard Service Dummies    

DT:  1-Valve Seat Cutter    

DT:  2-SAE Tap and Die Set    

DT:  2-Metric Master Tap & Die Set    

DT:  Injector Nozzel Tester w/adapter kit    
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DT:  Walker Transmission jack/adapters    

EL:  Greenlee PVC bender    

EN:  Printer    

MA: 1-Combination Centrifuge    

Mob. APP:  Oculus Rift    

MA/RT:  4-CPR Training manikins (adult)    

MA/RT:  4- CPR Training Manikins (baby)    

COS:  Vagro Salon Management Software    

EN:  Auto CAD    

EN:  Solid Works    

EN:  Micro Station    

AT:  AllData Software    

CSI:  2 Metal Detectors    

Engineering Technology:  Blueprint printer    

Coffeyville CC purchased IV hand trainers and are being utilized in the Medical Assisting program lab to provide students
with hands-on training activities prior to going out on clinical rotations.   Also benefitting this program are injection
simulator arms and injection teaching models for hands-on training opportunities.   A Sim-U-Suit was purchased and is
being utilized in the Nursing program skills lab to provide students with hands-on obesity training activities prior to going
out on clinical rotations.  The purchase has been beneficial to students to work with large patients prior to clinical
rotations.  Also added to the nursing program was a fetal monitor as well as an internal feeding pump to train students on
tube feeding of patients.    

Colby CC – The vet tech program added a Schick 33 Digital Dental Radiology System.  The latest addition to the industry
leading Schick Modular Platform, featuring Schick’s unique interchangeable cable technology and remote module
designs.  Schick 33 gives 4x higher resolution and an unprecedented level of control over high-quality digital images, with
a dynamic image enhancer, image preference presents, and industry leading resolution that raises the standard of care
for every veterinary practice.  This system is DICOM 5 compatible with many leading practice management software and
PACS programs.    

To dental hygiene, Colby CC added a state of the art Two Cavilton Plus Scaling system.    

Cowley College purchased annual subscription to Platinum Testing’s www.emstesting.com online test generator for use in
the paramedic and EMT programs.    

Dodge City Community College purchased a Laguna CNC IQ Pro Router which will enhance student training with
bench-top platform capable of multiple woodworking production needs in a single machine.  They also purchased a
Detroit Diesel Diagnostic Link which is a training kit to enhance student knowledge with truck engine troubleshooting and
diagnostics for repair applications.     

At FHTC, the following equipment was purchased so as to stay current with new technologies in the workplace. 
Equipment benefitted the Automotive Technology, Dental Hygiene, Network Technology, Hospitality/Culinary Arts,
Graphic Arts and Welding Technology programs:    

IMD - Mojo 3D Printer $11,859.00    

HYG - Dexis Sensor Pedo $10,000.00    

HCA - Sausage Stuffer $500.00    
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NET - Professional Ethernet Tester kit $2,500.00    

AMT - Brake Lathe for NATEF Accreditation $15,129.00    

AMT - Engine Coolant Recycler for NATEF Accreditation $3,700.00    

AMT - Engine Electrical Tools for NATEF Accreditation $2,715.00    

AMT - Engine Performance Tools for NATEF Accreditation $40.00    

AMT - Engine Repair Tools for NATEF Accreditation $550.00    

AMT - Steering & Suspension Tools  for NATEF Accreditation $630.00    

WLD - 3 in 1 Lathe Mill Combo $5,000.00    

GAT - Direct To Screen - Express-Jet Jr. 2331 $17,000.00  

3.  During the reporting year, what professional development programs did your state offer, including providing
comprehensive professional development (including initial teacher preparation) for career and technical
education teachers, faculty, administrators, and career guidance and academic counselors at the secondary and
postsecondary levels? On what topics? 

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.    

Many secondary CTE and academic instructors, guidance and career counselors, and administrators participated in
business and industry externships relative to their specific content areas through funds made available with the Perkins IV
local applications and the competitive Perkins Reserve Funds. The externship participants updated technical skills,
recognized needed curriculum revisions, and gained technology skills used in the workplace.This professional
development is a local option that is dependent upon resources.    

Through the competitive Perkins Reserve Funds, secondary CTE instructors participated in opportunities to gain
professional skills, knowledge and industry standards relative to their specific content areas.  Special emphasis was on
professional development for instructors expanding their clusters/pathways and the need to be highly qualified to teach
the necessary knowledge and skills.  Partnerships with other teachers across the state, as well as business and industry,
are essential to dissemination of the information/skills learned at regional and state workshops/conferences on a
consistent basis.    

Over 100 individuals completed the Data Quality Certification (DQC) Program Concentration Elective for Career and
Technical Education Data. This elective targeted data quality when gathering and reporting CTE data. The training
focuses on terminology, data elements, valid values, definitions, common misunderstandings, and applicable business
rules. Training on data accuracy and where to use it is subsequently used was also provided along with directions to
access help resources.  In order to be certified, participants were required to complete a combination of online and in
person training sessions and all corresponding homework exercises.    

KSDE staff organized and presented three CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for each cluster as well as
CTE Coordinators.Through these regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE
updates and news, and professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these
workshops.Training on various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who
attended.These training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the
development and content of each Pathway.    
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EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    

EPC provided several Professional Development opportunities to high school instructors: LPSS full-day Workshop, Small
Engine Workshop, Welding Workshops, OSHA Training Workshop, Electrical Workshop, and a Rafters Workshop.  There
were 19 high school instructors in attendance, and they were eligible for a combined total of $9,500. This professional
development will ultimately serve all schools and students offering/taking these courses.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance
from across the State of Kansas.National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated
to colleagues in the field.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

SkillsUSA Kansas Fall Leadership Conference is a 2-day conference to help build leadership skills for students who are
members in their local SkillsUSA Chapters. SkillsUSA prides itself in the “Program of Work” program. These programs
include activities such as Professional Development, Community Service, Employment, Ways and Means (Fundraising),
SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social Activities. Richard Hight, an artist from Tulsa Oklahoma
was our guest speaker. In his first session he taught on the skills that are within us and how to bring that talent out and
use it to benefit our skills needed in the workplace. His 2nd session focused on our Patriotic responsibilities and how our
voice counts. Excellent speaker and I would highly encourage schools to use him for in service activities for faculty.Kaleb
James, an Afghanistan Veteran from Manhattan, KS was our guest and spoke on leadership and how to rise to its
expectation. Other 30 Minutes Professional Workshops were put on by our HS State Officer Team.The conference was
attended by about 200 students and advisors from high schools and postsecondary college’s around the state. This year
we included the TechSpo Career and Job Fair participants such as, Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community
College, Northwest Kansas Technical College, and Kansas Works.    
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The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

All associate degree nursing programs had representation in the Kansas Council of Associate Degree Nurses fall forum.
This activity allows the opportunity for faculty development, curriculum development, and departmental strategy
development.    

KBOR facilitated several workshops utilizing an expert in curriculum integration. The focus was integrating academics into
the CTE curriculum, and will be continued in 2015.    

Fourteen Kansas postsecondary CTE faculty members, from nine different colleges, participated in internships in
their related teaching career fields during 2014-2015.    

Kansas postsecondary CTE faculty, counselors, and administrators were provided a full-year membership to Starlink, an
internet-based educational network. Starlink, in its 22nd year, gave Kansas community and technical college employees’
on-demand access to over 180+ hours of online, video-based professional development training accessible 24/7. This
included 90, 1 – 1 ½ hour seminars by nationally renowned educational experts and 180 2 - 8 minute on-demand video
teaching tips called “ideas”.  Starlink reported 4175 users accessed the professional development series.    
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The annual KBOR Data Conference was expanded in 2015 and provided numerous opportunities for postsecondary
professional development. Topics included a session on Perkins planning, use of the KBOR data system to access and
utilize institutional CTE data, and a “Managing Federal/Perkins Funds” session with well-known Perkins attorney, Michael
Brustein.  New this year was a session on the OMNI Supercircular regulations and the conference had record attendance
for CTE program administrators and faculty.  In addition, a pre-conference workshop was developed by KBOR staff which
focused on best practices from the field, making sense of core indicator data and triggers, and general grant
management.  All institutions participated with multiple staff present, and the information gleaned was compiled and
shared across the state.      

KBOR staff organized and presented numerous webinars on Perkins state plan submission, improvement, and core
indicator performance. Staff will continue to take suggestions from the field as to what type of professional development is
needed.  New Perkins coordinators are required to schedule a 1:1 workshop with their KBOR liaison. This has proven to
be extremely successful, and with a host of new coordinators and academic vice presidents across the state, Perkins 101
and progress report webinars and workshops have been attended.  A new requirement this year for program improvement
plans is the submission of three institutional goals related to CTE and continuous improvement.    

Kansas City Kansas Community College encourages and supports instructor participation in industry-based workshops
and seminars to assist in staying current with technological changes and the ability to integrate them into the program
curriculum.  CTE Faculty and Staff are encouraged to participate in opportunities which enhance their understanding and
knowledge of current industry trends, integration of academic technical education, applied learning strategies, and All
Aspects of the Industry; and must include these activities in their individual professional development plan. Specific
conference and workshop dates and locations are yet to be determined, but typically include: Vision KC for Auto
Technology, National/International League of Nursing, Audio Engineering Society, Weld-Ed conference,
Workforce Boards Conference, American Association of Respiratory Care conference, Fire Department Instructor
Conference, I-CAR Instructor Training, Professional Servicers Association, etc. Other activities include K-ACTE, ACTE,
KBOR and KCWE conferences/workshops.    

All associate degree nursing programs had representation in the Kansas Council of Associate Degree Nurses fall forum.
This activity allows the opportunity for faculty development, curriculum development, and departmental strategy
development.  In addition, the state board of nursing contracted with ATI to do two workshops on test question writing and
test strategies.  KBOR and KSBN are having conversations about statewide NCLEX pass rates and the need to improve
continuously.    

Ft. Scott Community College:  Professional Development for CTE  instructors and staff related to technology, program
improvement, workplace skills and optimal education—Faculty and grant administrators will attend ACTE Conference, 
Kansas Council for Workforce Education, Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), KBOR Data
Conference,  Skill’s USA.,NACTEI, NISOD and other relevant conferences.  Nursing faculty attend program related
conferences to update knowledge and skills--Kansas Council of Associate Degree Nursing Educators (KCADNE),
National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC) self-study forum, and QSEN National Conference.,
Simulator  training, Instructors in the Cosmetology program attend related conferences to update knowledge—Instructors
will attend Hair Shows for continuing education and Pivot Point training. Instructors in the Secretarial Science /
Administrative Assistant attend program attend related conferences to update knowledge—Instructors will attend the
annual Summer Institute on Distance Learning (SIDLIT) conference, and other conferences/workshops related to
discipline. Environmental Technology instructors attend program related conferences to update knowledge and
skills—Cross Connection Training, American Backflow Prevention Associate (ABPA), Kansas Rural Water Association
(KRWA) conferences.  Heating and Air Conditioning, Masonry, Welding and Construction Trades CTE faculty will attend
various professional development opportunities (OSHA, Concrete Workshop, Energy Service Company—ESCO
Institute).    CTE Person will attend Michael Brunstein Forum.(see attached list)  QSEN (Quality and Safety Education for
Nurses)  for nursing and Utility Management Conference for Environmental Water has been added as a possible
conference to attend if monies is available.  Nurse Educator Institute in April for nursing instructor has been added. 
JoAnn Thomas has been added a presenter for Nursing Professional Development.     
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At Kansas City Kansas Community College, they encourage and support instructor participation in industry-based
workshops and seminars to assist in staying current with technological changes and the ability to integrate them into the
program curriculum.  CTE Faculty and Staff are encouraged to participate in opportunities which enhance their
understanding and knowledge of current industry trends, integration of academic technical education, applied learning
strategies, and All Aspects of the Industry.  Other activities include K-ACTE, ACTE, KBOR and KCWE
conferences/workshops; KCPDC workshops; workshops hosted by KCKCC to develop effective teaching skills based on
research that includes promising practices; and workshops provided by KCKCC, which include Starlink offerings.  
Construction Technology and Building and Property instructors attended OSHA recertification training.  Two Cosmetology
instructors, welding instructor, automotive technology instructor and two auto adjuncts, two HVAC adjuncts, and two
administrators attended the KCWE New Instructor Workshop.  Two Auto Collision instructors attended the NACE/CARS
conference in Detroit.  Two Respiratory Therapy instructors attended the American Association for Respiratory Care
conference.  Two Cosmetology instructors attended the 2014 Great Clips Hair Convention in Minneapolis, MN.  Three
Nursing directors attended the National League of Nursing Conference.  The Major Appliance instructor attended the
Professional Servicers Association Certified Basic Appliance Training workshop.  Audio Engineering instructor attended
the Audio Engineering Society Convention.  Two Paramedic instructors attended the EMSWORLD Expo.  Two welding
instructors, T4E grant Advising Coordinator, and TEC Director attended the KCWE Fall Conference.  Building and
Property Maintenance instructor attended a Backflow Testing Certification course.  Welding instructor attended the
FABTech welding conference in Atlanta.  One Cosmetology instructor attended a Redken Master Color Fix class.  iPad
101, 102, and 103 workshops were offered at TEC and attended by the TEC Admissions Counselor, Dean, Director, and
HVAC instructor.     KCKCC Workshops include:  Time Management using MS Office Calendar & Tasks, Lync 2013, and
iPad 101 & 102.      Kansas City Professional Development Council (KCPDC) offerings have been offered to all faculty
and staff, including certificates in: Faculty Development Program and Supervisory Development Program for Higher
Education, as well as the Special Topics Series, which includes—Engaging Adult Learners in Online Instruction.   The
Building and Property Maintenance instructor attended an OSHA 502 update course for construction industry trainer.  The
TEC Dean and the Director of Workforce and Career Development attended the Kansas Workforce Summit.  One
Automotive Technology instructor participated in ASE recertification testing.  Three Physical Therapy instructors
participated in the Combined Sections Meetings Conference.  Two Respiratory Therapy instructors attended the American
Association for Respiratory Care Conference.  One Paramedic instructor attended the NAEMSE Evaluating Student
Competency Workshop.      KCKCC Workshops include:  Creating Tables; E-mail: Organizing Your Inbox; Introduction to
Using Publisher; Turning Your Weaknesses into Strengths; Sexual Harassment: Critical Issue for the Campus to Discuss;
and Relearn, Evolve, and Adapt (from the book “Relearn, Evolve, and Adapt: An Essay to Integrate Creative Imagination
with Socially Conditioned Thought and Behavior”); and Understanding Group Behaviors: Implications in the Classroom.    
Kansas City Professional Development Council (KCPDC) offerings have been offered to all faculty and staff, including
certificates in: Faculty Development Program and Supervisory Development Program for Higher Education, as well as the
Special Topics Series, which includes— Web 2.0: Tools for Teaching, and Strengths.  Three Cosmetology instructors
attended the Premiere Orlando International Beauty Event.  One Cosmetology instructor attended the International Beauty
Show in Las Vegas.  One Cosmetology instructor attended the St. Louis Discover Beauty Show.  Two Auto Collision
instructors and five Auto Technology instructors attended the Vision Conference in Overland Park, KS.  One Auto
Collision instructor attended the I-CAR 2015 Volunteer and Instructor Recognition/Planning Conference in Nashville, TN. 
One Auto Collision instructor attended I-CAR IQW Welding Training Instructor Workshop in Appleton, WI.  One dean and
one director attended the National Association of Workforce Boards Conference in Washington, DC.  One Culinary
instructor attended the World of Flavors Conference in California.  One TEC Director attended the National Association for
Career and Technical Education Information Conference in San Antonio, TX.  One Welding instructor attended the
WELD-ED Welding Metallurgy course in Peoria, IL.  0ne Business instructor attended the Accreditation Council for
Business Schools and Programs Conference in Philadelphia, PA.  Four staff from the Research Department attended the
KBOR Data Conference.  One Accounting instructor attended the Teacher of Accounting at Two Year Colleges
Conference in Miami, FL.  One Computer Information Systems instructor attended the ShowMeCon2015 computer
security conference in St. Louis, MO.   One Major Appliance Technology Instructor attended OSHA 511 Standards for
General Industry training.  One Nursing instructor attended the International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation &
Learning Conference in Atlanta, GA.    KCKCC Workshops include:  Intermediate Publisher, Excel Formulas and
Functions, Setting Up an Excel Worksheet, Creating a PowerPoint presentation, Connecting with Others via LinkedIn,
Power Searching with Google, Email: Organizing Your Inbox, Lync with Your Mobile Device; plus a webinar entitled
“Off-Campus Trips: Manage Risk, Safety, Behavior & Protect Yourself.”     Kansas City Professional Development Council
(KCPDC) offerings have been offered to all faculty and staff, including certificates in: Faculty Development Program and
Supervisory Development Program for Higher Education, as well as the Special Topics Series, which includes— Conflict
Resolution, Brain-Based Instruction, and Enhancing Our Creative Confidence.     
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NOTE:  The professional development and conferences listed in this section are typical professional development
activities across all Kansas colleges.    

Butler CC provided the following workshops at Professional Development Days, January 12-16 and at Second Saturday
Weekend Workshop on February 14t, 2015: The 70-Minute Moment: How a Part Can Help Us See a Whole;  Video into
Canvas;  Communication is Key Gender, Sex, Preference, Expression: Transgenderism and Gender Nonconformity at
BCC;  Micro Counseling;  HR Compliance Workshop;  Let's Brand Tomorrow;  MacGyver-isms;  Keynote: Blane Harding
“The Identity Wheel: Dimensions of Diversity”;  AVID Enthusiasts Rally; Internet in the Classroom;  Making the Most of
Testing; The Neuroscience of Learning;  AVID WICOR Support for Math & Science;  Socratic Seminars;  Reinforcing
Excellence;  Those New Projectors!;  Games That Teach;  IT Academy Showcase;  Socratic Seminar 2; Socratic Tutorial
Support Part 2; ROMANCING YOUR STUDENTS: The role of emotions in learning; Apps to Teach and Learn By; Paper
crafts for a Peaceful Heart; Don’t Diss the Doodles: Adult ADD in the classroom; Revisiting the PLN. The following
workshops were provided at Professional Development Days, August 11-15 and at Second Saturday Weekend
Workshops on September 13th and November 8th 2014:  Learning is contagious: If we learn, they learn with us!;  Pecha
Kucha Reprise; AVID Summer Institute Faculty; Music & Math; Video into Canvas; Yoga for Teachers; Break out of
grading jail: Using technology to speed up grading; MacGyver-isms: Classroom Techniques for Hands-on Learning; AVID
Reading Strategies 1 & 2; AVID Socratic Tutoring Techniques;  Collaborative Interdisciplinary Teaching; Learning
Communities; Food in Fiction; Collaboration Club; Harnessing Mindfulness as a busy person, teacher, and role model;
Get Out of the Way: Using tech to facilitate group learning; Can I Use That? Copyright in the Classroom; Games That
Teach; Don’t Check your Brain at the Door; Let’s Get Engaged.     

NWKTC supported a variety of professional development activities for CTE faculty and staff:    

CSI:  Homicide Conference    

RT:  National Respiratory Therapy Conference    

WD:  Certified Welding Instructors Certification    

EL:  Programmable Logic Control Workshop    

DT:  NACAT Conference    

CGT:  New Ventures:  Design Education Conference    

4-Faculty:  HLC Conference    

Pratt CC provided educator training in the nursing program for new and existing faculty:    

Nurse Educator Roles Course, July 2014    

KNEP Clinical Teaching Institute, July 2014.    

Healthcare Simulation Conference, September 2014.    

KCADNE Fall Forum, October 2014.    

14th Annual Nurse Educator Institute, April 2015.    

ACEN Self-Study Forum, October 2014.    

In addition the following professional development was provided for CTE faculty:    

K-ACTE (Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education) Summer Conference    

South Central Kansas Ag Experiment Station Fall Field Day    

Quality Deer Management School    

International Lineman's Rodeo Expo    

KEC Hot Line School    
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National FFA Convention and Expo    

Ag Education Symposium    

Vision Hi-Tech Training and Expo    

Region II NAAE Meeting    

Irrigation Association Foundation Irrigation Workshop,    

NACTA Summer Meeting    

At Colby CC – all nurses attended the KSBN annual meeting and fall forum.  In addition, the grant assisted 4 DVMs and 2
RVTs with achieving continuing education requirements and learning about new veterinary medical advances. Dr.
McMulkin, Dr. Martin, Dr. Clymer, and Sadie Kenney RVT will attend the American Veterinary Medical Association
Conference in Denver, CO in July 2014.  Dr. Fenton and Melissa Vogt, RVT, BS will attend the Central Veterinary
Conference in Kansas City, MO August 22-25, 2014.  Dr. Martin will also attend the Kansas State University College of
Veterinary Medicine 76th Annual conference for Veterinarians in June 2015 in Manhattan, KS.    

Professional development for the program director and one faculty member to attend the Kansas Business Education
Association’s annual conference and the National Business Education Association annual conference. These meetings
provide updates in technology, pedagogy, and course instruction for business instructors to stay current with business
instruction at Colby CC.    

Cowley College Criminal Justice Instructor Frank Owens attended a four day conference at the Sirchie Training Center in
North Carolina.  The conference was a training class covering bloodstain pattern analysis.  This was more than the typical
identification course for bloodstains.  This course identified the different typologies for Bloodstain Pattern Analysis and
focused on the taxonomic typology.   After spending review time on the basics, the course than went into the crime scene
side of correct documentation.  Attendees had to work two crime scenes with correct documentation techniques using the
road mapping method for crime scene documentation.  Although it was not in the course curricula, those attending got to
tour the Sirchie facility and also experiment and use some of the newest crime scene investigation products.     

Cowley College:  Participation in three classes during training at Visions High-Tech Training & Expo allowed instructors to
pass on new methods of diagnosing Toyota and Ford Hybrid systems, performance Automatic Transmissions, and
AC-Delco Vehicle Network Communications.  Each of these areas were presented to use so we can bring the latest
methods of diagnosis to our students in the upcoming years.  Along with the student enhancement this training fulfilled our
required training for NATEF certification.  Being able to have the information to provide to students about the ever
changing technology is critical for a successful future student to be prepared for the current work force.  Instructors look
forward to providing this new information to our next generation of cutting edge Automotive Technician.     

At Cowley College - Attending the Snap-on Train the Trainer Meter Certification allowed both automotive instructors to
become certified instructors for Meter Certification.  Instructors are planning on implementing Meter Certification in the
electrical class as an aid to the students to make sure they are fully trained on all of the latest meter functions of an auto
ranging multi-meter.  Instructions are also looking at offering this as a stand-alone course to re-train technicians in the
field that may not remember all the functions of their own meter or if they just purchased a new Snap-On Auto-ranging
digital multi-meter.  Once completed with the training the student will be tested with a 3rd party test on-line that Snap-on
will administer.  Upon completion the student will become Snap-on Meter Certified.  This will be a skill that our students
will be able to take to the job and to add to their resume.      

     

   

4.  During the reporting year, how did your state provide preparation for non-traditional fields in current and
emerging professions, and other activities that expose students, including special populations, to high skill, high
wage occupations? 
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KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.  At each location, training and personal
assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.  In addition to training, we passed out
Non-Traditional education materials and posters.  All workshop participants were able to share the training and materials
with the appropriate staff when they returned.  They also will have a greater awareness of the Non-Traditional Core
Indicators that affect their pathway.  Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were dispersed at a total of 12
KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  The CPPSA work days were attended by more than 100
administrative and teaching staff across Kansas.  The Pathways Student Data Management work days were also
attended by over 100 administrative and teaching staff across Kansas as well.  Extra books and documents were sent
with school and consortium staff to give to other staff.  Poster sets and other resources were also available for educators
and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching, learning strategies, and
valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

A KSDE consultant, whose primary responsibility is to work with the nontraditional component in Perkins, as well as
members of the Pathways Help Desk are providing non-traditional technical assistance to individual districts upon
request.  All LEAs that do not meet core indicator performance levels will submit Perkins Actions Plans which include that
they must attend these trainings. KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.  At
each location, training and personal assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.  In
addition to training, we passed out Non-Traditional education materials and posters.  All workshop participants were able
to share the training and materials with the appropriate staff when they returned.  They also will have a greater awareness
of the Non-Traditional Core Indicators that affect their pathway.  Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were
dispersed at all twelve KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  Extra books and documents were sent
with school and consortium staff to give to other staff.  Poster sets and other resources were also available for educators
and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching, learning strategies, and
valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

All school district attendees of the regional CTE Cluster-specific Drive-ins were presented updates in a session with
PowerPoint materials and directed to the KSDE non-traditional web page with expanded materials, documentation and
online resources for their use within the school district.  A question and answer period followed the presentation to
address individual district concerns, ideas, or questions.  In some cases, the EPCs were able to team up with training
courses provided by a local college in addition to the cluster information presented later.    

LEAs that did not meet nontraditional participation and completion core indicator performance measures were provided
periodicals supported by the National Science Foundation- New Formulas for America’s Workforce:  Girls in Science and
Engineering; and New Formulas for America’s Workforce 2:  Girls in Science and Engineering. These resources were
distributed at all KSDE conferences as well as being provided upon request to any LEA as well.      

Individual Perkins Reserve grants were awarded to 59 districts/consortiums to assist in Non-Traditional training and
updates focused on the completion of their secondary programs.  A total of 121 individual grants were awarded to districts
for over $235,000.    

Information about non-traditional careers will be sent out to all districts and  distributed during the CTE Conference in
February 2015 and at our K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held in July 2015.  Visual marketing pieces reflecting
individuals in the workforce representing non-traditional roles were developed and will continue to be distributed. KSDE
and KBOR have  plans for additional pathway areas to be highlighted for more visual marketing.     

Northwest KS Tech College employed an Assessment Coordinator for a 2nd year who works with program faculty to help
insure a quality program by evaluating findings and develop action plans to improve programs, learning and processes.
The Assessment Coordinator will maintain an inventory of data from: Student Satisfaction Survey, Institutional
Effectiveness Survey, Graduate Follow-up, Employee Follow-up, Program Assessment Plan, Comprehensive Program
Review, and Annual program Reviews which are all used to insure institutional effectiveness which serves as a means for
continuous program improvement and an additional means to serve special populations. NWKTC also brings in
representatives from WIA and SRS on a monthly basis to assist students.  All students were evaluated through ACT,
COMPASS or ASSET testing to evaluate the need for developmental services.  Students who scored low on writing and
math were placed in appropriated developmental classes.  The college hired an individual to develop a success-seminar
that stresses the importance of reading skills and are seeing successes from this initiative.    

KBOR CTE staff continues to provide technical assistance through regional workshops and 1:1 to assist institutions in
better recruiting and serving non-traditional students, including special populations.    
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The Kansas Nursing Initiative was developed to address the growing nursing shortage in the state, providing needed
resources to our nursing education programs which would enable them to increase their capacity of nursing students.  A
major component of this initiative is a grant opportunity, subject to annual appropriation from the Legislature, making
available $1.9 million annually to both public and privately funded educational institutions with registered nursing
programs ($3.8 million total with required match). In addition, this initiative provides $300,000 annually for the Nurse
Educator Scholarship Service program ($200,000 grant funding plus $100,000 required match). In the first year of this
initiative, an additional $2 million was made available for nursing equipment and facilities upgrades.  As of June 30, 2014,
a total of $28,687,263 (grant with required match) has been invested to increase the education of additional registered
nurses. The eight year report detailing grant accomplishments includes 3,455 additional nursing students admitted (goal
was 1,500 additional students, 172% above original goal totals), 2,462 additional nursing graduates, 642 additional
nursing faculty and 200 nursing educator scholarships awarded. As of June 2014, $904,298 in scholarships funds were
awarded.   KBOR has recently brought together a business and industry group as well as a group of Nursing Directors to
begin forming the vision of another 10 years of workforce planning and how the RFP for such might be framed.    

At Pratt CC continual efforts are made to provide needed Student Success Services:    

Academically underprepared students will be directed into one of two developmental programs.    

They will receive individualized services of the case managers in the Student Success Center to remediate any
non-academic barriers to success.    

They will be referred to our tutoring services for academic assistance.    

Special needs students needing ADA or Section 504 accommodations will receive reasonable accommodations and case
management services.    

Special needs student needing financial assistance will be served by federal financial aid, private loans, PCC and
departmental scholarships.    

Update on progress:    

Strategies for Success Enrollment/College Bridge Students:    

Fall 2014 = 36    

Students taking at least one Developmental Class:    

Fall 2014 = 243, Spring 2015 = 148 (as of 3.10.15), Unduplicated Headcount = 280    

Students in developmental classes who have been contacted or have initiated case management services    

Fall 2014 = 114, Spring 2015 = 78 (as of 3.10.15),Total contacted students in developmental classes for both semesters
(duplicated) = 192 (as of 3.10.15)    

Special Needs Students needing ADA or Section 504 Accommodations    

Fall 2014 = 32, Spring 2015 = 32    

Accommodations used: Non-Distractive Environment, Extended Test Time, Books-on-CD, Note-takers, Digital Recorders,
Test Reader, Calculators, Specialized Case Management    

Washburn University purchased student access to Online Advantage for NPTE Physical Therapy Assistant exam through
Scorebuilders.  This provides students access to a simulated credentialing examination.  It provides assessment data
regarding areas of strength and weakness in regards to topics evaluated on national credentialing exam.  This information
can be used to identify if certain student populations are deficient in specific areas and develop curriculum to address
those deficiencies to help ensure student success on national credentialing exam.  It provides students access to
simulated credentialing examinations, assessment data can highlight strength & weakness in regards to specific topics
nationally,  and identify if certain student populations are at deficient level and to allow development of curriculum to
ensure student success.    
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At Coffeyville CC:  The Platinum Planner software has been utilized extensively by the EMT-Paramedic program students
to track their clinical hours and assessments.  This program is vital to the tracking of competencies and skills performed
by students in clinical rotations and field internships.  Also, The KeyTrain software was purchased and utilized during the
school year for students to develop their math and communication skills to prepare them for industry.    

As needed, all colleges provide sign language interpreters to assist hearing impaired students and/or transcription or other
accessibility services.  Specifically, at KCKCC, sign language interpreters are being provided for hearing impaired
students—one in the Welding Technology program and one in the Building & Property Maintenance program, and one in
auto collision repair.  The interpreter accompanied the Welding Technology student to the state SkillsUSA competition.    

At Hutchinson CC, Public Safety: enhance Fire Science informational materials for young women about career
opportunities. The campaign will be conducted in coordination with the HCC Marketing Office.  In addition, several
marketing plans were approved and run during the year which targeted non traditional fields.  These campaigns were
used as best practices across the state.    

JCCC will build upon previous and existing initiatives to attract non-traditional students to identified gender-based
occupational fields while continuing efforts to support special populations.  Activities will include but may not be limited to
the following: continued meetings of the Nontraditional Advisory Board in collaboration with the JCCC Career Center to
bridge the gap between education and nontraditional occupations.  In 2014-15, additional members will be recruited to join
the Nontraditional Advisory Board, and activities will focus on hosting the Young Women’s Conference (formerly named
the Action Conference), hosting the Competitive Technology Day for both young women and young men; and hosting the
Introduction to Careers in Health summer program.     

LCC (Labette Community College) continues to utilize the CTE Advisory members to analyze CTE programs and how
they tie into business/industry.  LCC continues to analyze the Core Indicator of Performance data collection    

LCC continues to submit data on Core Indicators of Performance to KBOR    

LCC continues to collect data on enrollment, completion, placement, etc.    

LCC continues to conduct a student satisfaction survey    

LCC continues to review and revise academic and technical integration in courses/programs as needed.    

LCC continues to use CTE Advisory members in reviewing student learning outcomes and making recommendations that
improves student learning    

LCC continues to utilize CTE Advisory members expertise and implement a Strategic Improvement Plan that will enhance
CTE programs as needed.    

     

   

5.  During the reporting year, how did your state provide support for programs for special populations that lead
to high skill, high wage and high demand occupations? 

KSDE State Guidance Counselor continues to promote the use of Personalized Career Plans of Study used by LEAs for
all students, inclusive of special population and nontraditional students, to prepare for future career opportunities. Direct
technical assistance, web page documents and conferences have been enhanced and provide guidance available to
teachers, counselors and administrators.    

KSDE EDC participated in Technology Student Association (TSA) monthly board meetings. Along with Kansas TSA Board
Members and associated schools, the EDC planned activities to promote leadership and recruitment, reviewed the
funding processes, governance and guidance.Activities and events are facilitated to benefit all TSA schools throughout
the state.    
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EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

EPC, TSA Board Members, Carolyn Cole (KS lead) and business and industry partners collaborated to provide student
technology contests, meetings, and social activities for about 300 students with 26 schools represented from around the
state at the Technology Student Association Annual Conference (TSA).   This annual competition conference is where
students compete in their chosen events to qualify for the National Competition. Three TSA State Leadership conferences
for teamwork and personal skills served TSA student leaders/officers as well. Kansas State University and Fort Hays
State University also joined in development of all of these conferences.    

KSDE staff organized and presented three CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for each cluster as well as
CTE Coordinators.Through these regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE
updates and news, and professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these
workshops.Training on various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who
attended.These training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the
development and content of each Pathway.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     
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Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.  At each location, training and personal
assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.In addition to training, we passed out
Non-Traditional education materials and posters.All workshop participants were able to share the training and materials
with the appropriate staff when they returned.They also will have a greater awareness of the Non-Traditional Core
Indicators that affect their pathway.Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were dispersed at a total of 12
KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  The CPPSA work days were attended by more than 100
administrative and teaching staff across Kansas.  The Pathways Student Data Management work days were also
attended by over 100 administrative and teaching staff across Kansas as well.  Extra books and documents were sent
with school and consortium staff to give to other staff.  Poster sets and other resources were also available for educators
and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching, learning strategies, and
valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    

Butler Community College is continuing a career services partnership with Workforce Centers of South Central Kansas in
Information Technology and Engineering & Manufacturing Technology. Enrollment exceeded 75 students. Over the
course of the semester, three class visits were completed to 3rd/4th semester required courses in each program.  Topics
included resumes, interviewing and job search resources. Registration on KansasWorks.com was encouraged.  Of the
students responding to an assessment survey, 95% of the students indicated the presentations were a valuable use of
their time.  In addition 92% indicated that the visits increased their awareness of the free resources available through
Butler’s Student Career Services and the Wichita/Butler County Workforce Centers. Partnership with Workforce
Centers of South Central Kansas continues with selection of classes in Information technology and Engineering &
Manufacturing Technology. This semester, courses selected were in earlier program “feeder” classes. Enrollment totaled
220 students. Three class visits are scheduled for each selected course. Topics for class visits include: Resume and
Online Portfolio, Interviews and How to Present Yourself, Elevator Speech and How to Network. A workshop was at Butler
of Andover on Use of Social Media in Your Job/Internship Search in addition to a community wide job fair.    

Enrollment Management strategies have been implemented for Colby Community College who has a new President. 
 C.T.E programs to overcome any  enrollment barriers, especially for those programs seeking non-traditional occupation
students. More partnering with Enrollment Management provides opportunities for program growth.    

Out of the 25 community and technical colleges that receive Perkins funds, 13 are participants in the
Accelerating Opportunity project, which integrates adult education with career technical education programs.    

Garden City piloted a program where students will complete a Program Declaration Form that identifies their
education/career goals and program major, and special population needs (financial, learning, disabilities, etc.) The
following academic program strategies will be used to prepare special population students to enter high skill, high wage,
and high demand careers: Reading Improvement and ESL program; AO-K programs; Basic English and Math courses;
CLC tutoring; and WIN/WorkKeys self-paced programs. Teaching and Learning Center seminars and workshops to
expand faculty's ability to work with special population students.  Year one of the pilot was very successful and this
initiative will be continued.    

All grant recipients provide sign language interpreters to assist hearing impaired students and/or transcription or other
accessibility services.    
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KCKCC builds upon the efforts of the WIN – Careers Advisory Committee (Women in Non-Traditional) and the WIN –
Careers (Women in Non-Traditional) Student Support Group.  This best practice has been shared with programs across
the state in order to facilitate higher retention rates by special pops and non trad students.    

NCK Tech developed an intervention plan to meet the needs of special populations and under-skilled students. The plan
involves student service and academic departments and include several check-points throughout a student’s academic
career.  They are also improving current developmental courses for writing and math and develop short-term learning
sessions to improved reading and study skills. Year 1 of this program was successful and continues moving forward, with
expansion to all campus locations.    

Neosho County Community College    –Each year the college awards a student with an outstanding non-traditional award
to give special recognition and raise the awareness of students in a non-traditional field.  Marketing efforts have resulted
in an increase in female enrollees in welding and construction programs, and new retention efforts.  NCCC continues to
marketing in these non trad fields in a variety of methods, primarily using social media to reach students.  This is being
shared as a best practice across the state.    

Pratt Community College provides support through Student Success Services: Academically underprepared students will
be directed into one of two developmental programs; they receive individualized services of the case managers in the
Student Success Center to remediate any non-academic barriers to success; they are referred to tutoring services for
academic assistance; special needs students needing ADA or Section 504 accommodations receive reasonable
accommodations and case management services; special needs student needing financial assistance  are served by
federal financial aid, private loans, PCC and departmental scholarships.    

KBOR has received another grant from Jobs for the Future who funded the first Accelerating Opportunity-Kansas grant.
 This grant integrated academics with CTE programs, and the new grant will go to 2 institutions to continue this model with
all students, not just the educationally or economically disadvantaged population.  This effort lends well with Perkins
Leadership Grant initiatives where institution are encouraged to utilize this model in CTE programs, providing the STEM
support specific to the program.  The first year of that pilot was very successful, and grant applications will be accepted for
round 2.       

Accelerating Opportunity Kansas provides for students to be enrolled in adult ed programs as well as CTE simultaneously.
 Students receive instruction in a team teaching model specific to their CTE field.  The following institutions were funded
with Jobs and Innovative Industry Skills Training (JIIST) state grant funds:    

Barton Community College $80,608.00; Enhance current AO-K project.  Training for skilled workers needed for Welder,
Cutter, Solder, and Brazer positions.    

Highland Community College $62,940.00; Enhance current AO-K project.  Training for:  Certified Nurse Aide (stackable
credential), Registered Medical Assistant, Apprentice Electrician, HVAC Technician, Welders, Cutters and Welder Fitters  
 

Hutchinson Community College  $18,360.00; Enhance current AO-K project.  AO-K Career Coach.  The focus is on
programs leading to employment in high demand occupations in Reno, McPherson, and Harvey counties. The students,
as members of the workforce will be employed in jobs related to manufacturing and allied health.    

Independence Community College $5,515.00; JIIST:  NIMS Machining Level I Certification Project in Southeast Kansas.
This funding is for capital and personnel investments to build and sustain the National Institute of Metalworking Skills
(NIMS) Precision Machining certification program.    

Johnson County Community College $48,622.00; Enhance Current Accelerated Opportunity: Kansas Healthcare Pathway
   

Kansas City, KS Community College  $35,000.00; Enhance Current AO-K Project: Auto Collision repair, Auto Technology,
Building and Property Maintenance, Construction Technology, Electrical Technology, Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA),
Heating and Refrigeration (HVAC), Machine Technology, and Welding Technology. Over 252 trainees    

Neosho County Community College  $57,570.00; Enhance Current AO-K project in Lawrence, KS.  HVAC, Welding, and
Construction Technology programming.    

Salina Area Technical College  $9,385.00; AO-K Program—to be developed for Commercial Truck Drivers.    
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Washburn Institute of Technology $152,583; Locomotive Mechanical Technology – component of Diesel Technology
Career Pathway.   With BNSF and Washburn Tech funds, the institution will provide a state of the art Locomotive
Mechanical Technology training center to serve northeast Kansas and the region. Washburn Tech will be licensed as a
National Academy of Railroad Sciences (NARS)    

Washburn Institute of Technology  $65,000.00; Accelerated CNC Operator (AO-K enhanced pathway)    

NCK Tech students in IT, Telecommunications and Networking, Business Management and Business Technology took
certification exams as part of the Microsoft Academy program. Previously, Business Management and Business
Technology did not offer an industry certification to their students.     

Washburn Tech implemented a summer camp to promote nontraditional careers with active participation from area
business and industry.  Fourteen instructors representing twelve technical programs offered career exploration to 172
youth during 3 weeks of Summer Camp held during June, 2015.  Those technical programs included the following: 
Advanced Systems Technology, Auto Service Technician, Building Technology, Cabinet/Millwork, Climate & Energy
Control, Commercial & Heavy Construction, Computer Repair & Networking, Culinary Arts, Diesel Technology, Electrical
Technology, Graphics Technology, and HealthCare Tech. Youth attending from 9 school districts in northeast Kansas had
the opportunity to explore 4 careers per week.  Summer Camp 2015 enjoyed several partnerships including the 21st
Century Learning Grant/Topeka Public Schools, Gear UP/University of Kansas, Perry Lecompton Schools, and Prairie
Band Pottawatomie.  These funding sources offered scholarships or discounted tuition for 88 students.     

Washburn Tech also implemented a NC3 Boot Camp for CTE teachers and others to integrate math and science skills
within the CTE curriculum, promote nontraditional careers, provide CTE teachers with tools/lesson plans to embed math
and science using technology.    

At Hutchinson Community College, Curriculum collaboration to update Early Childhood Education syllabi to reflect new
core competencies.  Program Coordinator and staff (8 people total) will work together to review and update syllabi for all
Early Childhood Education courses to reflect the core competencies for Early Childhood and Youth Development
Professionals (Kansas and Missouri).    

At Labette Community College:    

Ensuring preparation for nontraditional fields is encouraged and respected    

LCC will continue to conduct a “Non-traditional Gender Occupation Career Day to area high schools and displaced
workers    

LCC will update brochures/posters highlighting non-traditional fields annually as needed    

Implementing strategies to overcome program enrollment and completion barriers    

LCC will continue to improve recruitment and retention efforts through the Retention Committee and departmental
planning and implementation    

LCC grant programs such as Operation Excel (TRIO) and Adult Basic Education will continue to provide services to first
generation and under-served populations    

A total of 18 students participated in internships from Cloud County Community College.    

At KCKCC, build upon the efforts of the WIN – Careers Advisory Committee (Women in Non-Traditional) and the WIN –
Careers (Women in Non-Traditional) Student Support Group.  The WIN Career Students Support Group met in April and
the guest speaker was Michelle Villalobos, welder and founder/owner of the Industrious Company.  The Industrious
Company is a Maker-space that trains people in welding and offers space for people to use in their personal welding
projects.  The guest speaker at the April meeting was Alise Martiny, Business Manager of the Greater Kansas City
Building Trades Council and a skilled concrete mason.  Alise shared her personal experience in a non-traditional field as
well as the opportunities available in to women in the trades.   On April 14, 2015, Equal Pay Day--a date which symbolizes
how far into 2015 women must work to earn what men earned in 2014--the NTO Facilitator attended an event hosted by
the American Association of University Women and the KCKCC Women’s Resource Center entitled “Salary Negotiation
101 for Women” presented by Carla Tillmon, Department of Labor, Women’s Bureau and; Jacqueline Midkiff, Department
of Labor Statistics; and Linda Vestal from the AAUW.   The NTO Facilitator participated in a Roundtable Discussion on
Employing Women into Higher Paying Jobs hosted by the U.S. Department of Labor Women’s Bureau, Region VII.    
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NWKTC strategized to address special populations by the employment of an Assessment Coordinator:  The Assessment
Coordinator will work with program faculty to help insure a quality program by evaluating findings and develop action
plans to improve programs, learning and processes.  The Assessment Coordinator will maintain an inventory of data
from:  Student Satisfaction Survey, Institutional Effectiveness Survey, Graduate Follow-up, Employee Follow-up, Program
Assessment Plan, Comprehensive Program Review, and Annual program Reviews which are all used to insure
institutional effectiveness which serves as a means for continuous program improvement.  The Assessment Coordinator
will begin to digitize program assessments to allow for availability of all college constituents.     

Washburn Tech used billboards that were produced featuring pictures of students in non-traditional activities such as a
women welder and a male healthcare worker. These billboards were displayed at 4 locations in Topeka, KS where there
is high traffic.  The same design was also used on Topeka Metro busses – with promotional signs both inside and outside
the busses.   Anecdotal responses from students who reported learning about our programs from this campaign has been
positive, with one student actually calling as she was riding on the bus.    

Skills in the metalworking industry are certified through the earning of National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS)
credentials.  The National Institute for Metalworking Skills (NIMS) sets skills standards for the industry, certifies individual
skills against the standards and accredits training programs that meet NIMS quality requirements.  The NIMS credential
clearly demonstrates that the credential holder met the industry benchmark for that competency.  NIMS certifications meet
the requirements for industry-recognized credentials and ensure a level of quality as employers are looking for skilled
machinists, and workers are looking for employment and earnings opportunities. This activity would include:  instructor
certification, application fees, and on-site evaluation fees.    

Butler CC hosted Articulation Agreement Workshop to market CTE programs and Kansas SB 155 opportunities to 19 area
high schools.  Workshops were attended by 37 high school administrators and high school CTE faculty. High school class
tours are conducted regularly upon request.  Three Early College Academy directors have visited all Butler County high
schools to market CTE concurrent enrollment options. High school classes have been invited to campus to tour labs and
visit with faculty; additional visits are planned for spring.  Hosted 70 students from five 5 Butler County High Schools at a
CTE Day. Students selected their top 3 CTE programs to visit over the course of the day, met with faculty and participated
in hands-on activities. High school class tours are conducted regularly upon request.    

At Coffeyville CC:  a Career Placement Counselor was hired in an effort to provide additional services to students and
help them secure employment upon graduation.  The counselor also assisted students with mock interviews, resume
assistance, workplace skill training, and job search assistance.    

Cowley College’s Career and Technical Education Department conducted an Open House event on Saturday, September
27.  More than 100 people took advantage of the free tours of the CTE Department’s Automotive, Machine and Tool,
Manufacturing, Non-Destructive Testing, and Welding facilities.  A drawing was held for a guitar assembled and logo-d by
the machining students of Cowley College.  Manufacturing Technology Day was held on October 3 for the public to view
the state-of-the-art classrooms.  The Manufacturing Institute, in Washington, D.C., recently named Cowley College as a
member of the M-List.  Health & Human Services Day was held on October 1.  Eighty individuals learned about Cowley
College’s MICT, Criminal Justice, and Cosmetology programs.  Highlights included:  Airbrush make-up demonstrations
and tutorials, Criminal Justice state-of-the-art use of force simulator, CPR and medical simulations demonstrations,
special effects make-up hands-on sessions, and a Controlled Force hand-to-hand defensive tactics exhibition.  Employer
displays and demonstrations included:  Local Professional Salons, EMS and Fire Services, KHP, Police, and Sheriff
Departments, Hospitals, and Non-Profits, and K9 and S.W.A.T. Units.     

Cowley College’s Social Science department hosted an exploration and education day on November 20.  This event gave
area high school students the opportunity to explore Childhood Development Program.     
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Cowley College and Kansas State-Salina partnered to provide close to 20 students the opportunity to work with
equipment within Non-Destructive Testing (NDT).  The students are part of the Brazil Scientific Mobility Program.  Cowley
College was pleased to have the opportunity to work with K-State and provide the equipment for the students to work on
and understand the NDT field.  Tours of Cowley College’s automotive technology, non-destructive testing and welding
technology programs were offered at Cowley College’s Career and Technical Education Department in Mulvane on
Saturday, December 6.  During the spring 2015 semester the criminal justice department is conducting a new course
called Controlled F.O.R.C.E.  The skill builder course is designed to help someone enhance skills necessary in the field of
law enforcement.  Cowley College is the first college in the nation that the Controlled F.O.R.C.E. organization has allowed
to use its curriculum.  Controlled F.O.R.C.E. is a specialized form of self-defense that has been taught to law enforcement
and the military for decades.  F.O.R.C.E. is an acronym that stands for First Offensive Reaction in a Controlled
Environment.     

At JCCC:  From March through June 2015, the Career Pathways Director visited 18 Career and Technical Education
classrooms and presented to 1,425 students.  The topics included emerging trends in career and technical education,
advanced standing credit, and tuition costs. In addition, the Career Pathways Office planned and executed the following
events: a high school visit engaging 20 Spring Hill students who learned more about the Hospitality Management
program; a sponsored trip for 10 Horizons students to tour and learn more about the JCCC School of Cosmetology; a
middle school visit where 40 Lexington Trails students learned more about the Hospitality Management, Fashion Design,
and Interior Design; and a high school visit where 45 Olathe South students learned more about Interior Design. In all of
these visits, there was a non-traditional  and special population focus.     

   

6.  During the reporting year, how did your state offer technical assistance for eligible recipients? 

Carl D. Perkins grantees submit Progress Reports to KSDE in November and March during the fiscal period of the Perkins
grant year to give updates on their goals, measurable objectives and achievement.  All recipients of the competitive
Perkins Reserve Fund grant awards submit final reports on activities, purchases, dissemination, and accomplishments
related to the equipment, supplies, professional development, career advisement and other CTE related projects.  KSDE
staff use the information to determine the status of each Perkins Improvement Grant for secondary LEAs/consortiums and
fulfill any technical assistance requested by the LEAs/consortiums.     

Technical assistance to LEAs is a job responsibility of KSDE consultants. Topics for assistance include career
cluster/pathway program of study development, integration of academic standards, effective advisory committees,
articulation agreements, professional work experience opportunities and industry-recognized credentials/certifications.
Other assistance targets career guidance and data collection issues.Technical assistance methodologies used include
workshops, conferences, conference calls, blogs, podcasts, email listserv messages, IDL/ITV, live media, electronic help
desks, and PowerPoint presentations posted to the website.    

The state department website, www.ksde.org, provides a vehicle for technical assistance to school districts and educators
who are not able to attend face-to-face workshops due to distance, time constraints, or financial hardships. All
cluster/pathway developed products, PowerPoint presentations, and wage and employment data charts are tools that
LEAs can review on the website.  These products are beneficial in determining future pathways and by teachers and staff
within the school district.  There are additional tools/resources to support the work of collaborative projects, services, and
activities used to implement the CTE pathways programs of study in schools in accordance with field and KSDE
developed criteria and review rubrics.     

KSDE staff worked with LEA staff at six locations across Kansas twice each year.At each location, training and personal
assistance was given to groups ranging from 15 to 35 people in attendance.In addition to training, we passed out
Non-Traditional education materials and posters.All workshop participants were able to share the training and materials
with the appropriate staff when they returned.They also will have a greater awareness of the Non-Traditional Core
Indicators that affect their pathway.Non-Traditional Enrollment Guides and documents were dispersed at a total of 12
KSDE CPPSA and Student Data Management Workdays.  Poster sets and other resources were also available for
educators and administrators.  Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching, learning
strategies, and valid reporting of the non-traditional data.    
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Training materials for users of the automated Pathways system were updated to increase the user friendly aspects and
enhanced with ideas from the district users.Materials include a Pathways Users Guide, a Pathways Maintenance training
PowerPoint, a CTE Student Data Management training PowerPoint, a CPPSA Career Pathways Program of Study
training PowerPoint, and updated help files in the automated system.Pathway Help Desk utilized the training powerpoints
and the user’s guide to answer questions from the field and to direct users to them for assistance.     

At the Annual CTE Conference for teachers and administrators, KSDE Consultants and Help Desk staff hosted a
“Technical Assistance” room where teachers and administrators could get one-on-one technical assistance.Approximately
500 people either attended or presented at the conference that was hosted by all seven, service centers in Kansas in
cooperation with KSDE and KBOR.    

Over 100 individuals completed the Data Quality Certification (DQC) Program Concentration Elective for Career and
Technical Education Data. This elective targeted data quality when gathering and reporting CTE data. The training
focuses on terminology, data elements, valid values, definitions, common misunderstandings, and applicable business
rules. Training on data accuracy and where to use it is subsequently used was also provided along with directions to
access help resources.  In order to be certified, participants were required to complete a combination of online and in
person training sessions and all corresponding homework exercises.    

KSDE staff organized and presented three CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for each cluster as well as
CTE Coordinators.Through these regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE
updates and news, and professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these
workshops.Training on various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who
attended.These training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the
development and content of each Pathway.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference, held July 26th – 29th, 2015.  The KACTE Summer conference was
presented by the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate
sessions; a state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was
organized by KSDE, focusing on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two days were planned
by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The “Four Cs”; communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity are
popular topics in education. The focus of this session is creativity, and how we can create a classroom where students are
more likely to truly be creative. It’s not easy. The road to a classroom where students become skilled inventors of ideas
and products is both organized and unpredictable. It is full of surprises, conflict, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The creative classroom is also a never-boring journey toward high engagement and brilliance.  The
conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills,
technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green technologies.   All presentations were posted to the KSDE
website post-conference.     

KBOR hosted several workshops, focusing on grant management, core indicators, compliance, business office best
practices, etc.  These were well attended and had been requested  by the field.  Several institutions sent a team of people
which proved very beneficial.  The results of these meetings were disseminated to the field and have had a positive effect
in sharing best practices across the state.  These workshops will be continued.    

Postsecondary technical assistance is provided by KBOR staff. A KBOR CTE staff member is appointed as a Perkins
liaison to the postsecondary institutions and assistance provided includes leadership, integration of academics,
completion of grant proposals and reports, data submission and information regarding national program accreditation and
certifications. Technical assistance was provided through workshops, conferences and campus visits. In addition, KBOR
staff hosts webinar training on a quarterly basis to provide updates on Perkins grant management, offer technical
assistance and act as a conduit for information concerning other funding resources. KBOR CTE staff created a Perkins
Grant handbook, which is available in both hard copy and on-line at KBOR’s website. In addition, KBOR staff developed
an Office of Civil Rights (OCR) handbook to assist institutions in preparing for OCR reviews.    
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The annual KBOR June Conference provided sessions on data collection and reporting, as well as
a Perkins-specific session detailing reporting requirements, allowable expenditures, Federal guidelines, compliance
issues, and new OMNI regulations.   Staff also takes this opportunity to provide technical assistance to improve
performance on core indicators and other issues.   KBOR staff continue to focus on working with institutions to report
clean data and communicate within so as to help all institutional staff understand the data that is being reported and
collected.  Also, a continuous focus is collecting follow up data, and through the Outcome Metrics pilot project, KBOR staff
hold individual conference calls with institutions to review results and metrics, and recommend methods and strategies for
improvement.    

Two interim Activity Progress Reports, as well as a Final Report, are submitted and reviewed to determine status of each
Perkins Improvement grant in postsecondary institutions. Technical Assistance was provided to the educational
institutions as needed or requested. 1076In addition, postsecondary institutional and program performance on identified
core indicators is reviewed, a plan for improvement is developed and the plan is submitted in areas where performance is
deficient. A schedule for review and templates of standardized review items have been developed to provide assistance.
 In addition, all new Perkins grant coordinators are required to schedule a 1:1 meeting with their KBOR liaison which
includes grant orientation as well as reporting guidelines, best practices, etc.    

   

7.  Serving individuals in state institutions

Part I: State Correctional Institutions

Amount of Perkins funds used for CTE programs in state correctional institutions:

102454

Number of students participating in Perkins CTE programs in state correctional institutions:

1076

Describe the CTE services and activities carried out in state correctional institutions.

Westside High School in Ft. Larned and Lawrence-Gardner High School (LGHS) in Lawrence both offer Construction,
Production, and Restaurant and Event Management pathways for juveniles serving in a state institution in Kansas.    

In addition, LGHS offers Agricultural experiences through a greenhouse for their Ag. pathway.    

Juvenile Correctional Facilities Technical Consortium (JCFVC) utilizes the ACT WorkKeys assessment tool to provide an
industry-recognized certification/credential opportunity for students. As a result, students earned a Kansas WorkReady!
Certificate.  LGHS students also have the opportunity to earn the OSHA certification.  Steps have been taken to
implement the student’s ability to earn a license to drive a fork lift.    

Articulation agreements have been secured and kept current with Washburn Technical College, Barton Community
College and North Central Kansas Technical College.    

The youth were served through JCFVC Perkins funded activities including a Career day offered with Westar and North
Central Kansas Technical College. One challenge is ensuring that our pathways are preparing our students for careers
that will hire convicted offenders.  Pathway Advisory Committees are in place to give suggestions on addressing this
issue, as well as business/industry partnerships that allow students to participate in projects that expose them to all
aspects of an industry.     

Students completed a number of live work projects on site:  LGHS worked with Westar Green Team and The University of
Kansas to grow milkweed in the greenhouse, which was then transplanted across the state to help support the dwindling
Monarch population; students worked with Trash Mountain on hydroponics; constructing signs for local businesses as well
as constructing and producing MCM Belly Boards.  A fork lift driver training program was implemented, so that they
students may obtain a license in the future.  Students also produce textiles for the Topeka Fire Department.    
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The education directors work with their districts and JJA staff to support the Perkins plan and to ensure that it aligns to
state guidelines and Perkins requirements.Industry-recognized credentials/certifications are implemented as
appropriate.Business/Industry Advisory Committee members have recommended the OSHA Safety Certification as a
beneficial credential for students to obtain.Students have the opportunity to earn both the OSHA and WorkKeys
certifications.    

Postsecondary state leadership funds supported a program assistant position to provide services to all adult correctional
facilities within the state.  Services included career counseling and assessment, job placement, and training of
employment seeking/employment retention skills.  As a result of the grant, verification and student progress is available
from the National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER) database, the Offender Management
Information System (OMIS), the Kansas Department of Corrections (KDOC) database and the Southeast Kansas
Education Service Center database and filing system. This information is available to Perkins administrators and
prospective employers. Special population inmates are mainstreamed into the general population as much as possible.    

The length of vocational programs are determined by the set hours of instruction required National Center for Construction
Education and Research.. All new inmate commitments are required to pass through an evaluation process, where inmate
background information, such as work history, education, ability level, length of service and area to be paroled and/or
released, is entered into the KDOC database. This information is used to determine the best match for inmate placement
into a vocational program. Assistance was provided to offenders in various degrees by helping each acquire national
recognized skills, registering them on the national database and assisting them in entering correctional technical training
programs and job placement assistance upon release. In addition, approximately 75 inmates received assistance with
acquiring copies of GED and Vocational certificates and counseling for enrollment into correspondence classes. All these
activities help to improve employment opportunities and reduce recidivism.    

   

Part II: State Institutions Serving Individuals with Disabilities

Amount of Perkins funds used for CTE programs in state institutions serving individuals with disabilities: 

-9

Number of students participating of Perkins CTE programs in institutions serving individuals with disabilities:

-9

Describe the CTE services and activities carried out in institutions serving individuals with disabilities.

Kansas does not utilize Perkins funds to support CTE programs serving individuals with disabilities in state institutions.  

8. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support public charter schools operating career
and technical education programs? 

Yes

KSDE state staff provided technical assistance for charter schools to establish career academies and/or CTE programs
and through participation in the grant review process and coordinated on-site visits.    

Charter schools in Kansas continue to focus on high academic achievement, relevant rigorous curriculum, and career
ready skills to increase student proficiency.  Dissemination grantees analyzed needs assessment data, determined the
effectiveness of the researched-based strategies, evaluated the results of career and technical education competencies,
and recorded the number of career placements within a community.     

   

9. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support family and consumer sciences
programs? 

Yes
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The Kansas Family and Consumer Sciences webpage provides a site for FACS teachers to keep current with state-level
developed activities that will enhance their classrooms.Items found on the webpage includes FACS fact sheets; content
teaching resources, power points, statistics and links to today’s issues addressed through FCS; Personal Financial
Literacy fact sheet; and bi-monthly FACS E-Newsletters.    

KSDE CTE staff, participated in the 13th Kansas Workforce Summit. This annual forum for community leaders and
chamber representatives, legislators and government officials, employers, educators, and local workforce board members
takes action to address the realities facing the workforce and economic development issues in Kansas as well as
globally.     

KSDE staff continued to foster partnerships among business and industry organizations, state agencies, and education
stakeholders through the development of programs of study in every pathway.Competitive grant initiatives have
streamlined partnerships and memberships of national programs initiatives, such as National Assn. of State
Administrators of Family and Consumer Sciences, Association of Career and Technical Education, and American
Association of Family and Consumer Sciences supports partnerships at state and national-level.     

EPC has continued relationship with the State of Kansas Department of Children and Families to develop a middle level
teaching resource titled “Building Healthy Relationships”. This includes the coordination of a project coordinator, piloting
and training  components for Kansas FCS middle level teachers.  This initiative began in 2014-15 and will continue in
2015-16.    

EPC has collaborated with the Kansas Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) career and technical
student organization state advisor to bring a research-based resource to the Family and Consumer Sciences teachers in
the area of dating violence/domestic violence prevention. This includes a curriculum, training and mini-grants for peers to
implement local projects through their FCCLA chapters.  In a self-reported survey, 171 teacher/advisors received the
training in 2014-15 and taught the information to 1227 students.  The 2014-15 school year was the pilot year for this
partnership.      

American Association for Family and Consumer Sciences pre-professional assessment and certifications allow end of
pathway skill evaluation.EPC has answered questions and aligned state-level assessment recognition regarding the
continuation of this assessment in Kansas.    

EPC is an advisor to the Kansas Association of Teachers of Family and Consumer Sciences (KATFACS). and Kansas
Family, Career and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) career and technical student organization offering advice
and KSDE support toward strong classroom and skill development opportunities.      

EPC is also serving as the secondary education representative on the Child Care AWARE, Kansas Early Child Forum,
Early Childhood Quality Instructional Partners (EQIP) groups aligned to the Early Child field, which is part of the Human
Services career cluster.    

EPC has continued the annual visioning meeting with representatives of post-secondary and secondary FCS education
departments.Their challenge continues to develop a plan of action for addressing FCS content as it relates, and does not
relate, to the career clusters as well as FCS education teacher recruitment.Present work includes the alignment of both
programs, a redesign of middle level programs, and the role of advocacy outside the FCS field to encourage students to
select FCS education.In addition, post-secondary alignment is being explored to create 2+2 offerings leading to a FCS
Education 4 year degree.      

EDC collaborates with state and national staff and student leaders to facilitate with the state and National FCCLA
Leadership Conferences and competitions.  This work includes recognition and alignment to 21st Century Skills, industry
supported technical skill development, STEM, national FCS standards and KSDE College and Career Readiness.  The
Kansas Level conference provided 350 students and staff from Kansas the opportunity to participate with competitive
events, motivational speakers, track sessions, and leadership training/academies.The National Cluster Meeting provided
250 students and staff from Kansas, regional leadership and competitive events.It was reported over 275,000 Kansans
were impacted by the Kansas Family and Consumer Sciences classrooms and KS FCCLA Chapters.    

EPC is promoting marketing items to communicate the importance of the foundational life literacy component of FCS
education including content specific Issue Briefs and Kansas FCS Education flyers.    
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EPC has completed work on a  secondary level family/parenting resource titled "Building Healthy Families in Kansas".
 This was collaboration between KSDE and State of Kansas Department for Children and Families. In year one (2014-15),
self-reported numbers indicated teachers taught the materials to over 28,000 students      

EPC serves on the planning committee for both KU and K-State universities regarding promotion of Family and Consumer
Sciences careers and teacher education specifically which involved Family and Consumer Sciences students and
secondary FCS teachers in related events.    

EPC promoted the Family and Consumer Sciences/Human Services webpages to better communicate the role of FCS in
today’s schools. It includes links to aligned pathways, archived e-newsletters, industry developed resources, course
competencies and related explanation of  impact of federal and state mandates on  the Family and Consumer Sciences
program.    

EPC produces bi-monthly e-newsletters to share vetted resources, state and federal educational initiative updates,
trainings, grants and best practice to support continued professional development and family and consumer sciences
initiatives aligned with issues of today.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    

EPC serves on various university and two year college advisory councils in formal and informal manner to enhance
secondary and post-secondary linkages.    

EPC leads the KSDE CTE Teacher Educator efforts, discussing CTE issues such as addressing teacher shortage, CTE
teacher education training, professional development and program alignment across all CTE fields. In 2014-15, work to
promote training in addition to praxis endorsement was began to help retain the teachers in CTE classrooms without a
traditional education degree. This work will continue through 2015-16. The group meets twice a year.  

10. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to award incentive grants to eligible recipients for
exemplary performance or for use for innovative initiatives under Sec. 135(c)(19) of Perkins IV?

Yes

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.  These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.  These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.  They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

In year 2 of the Performance Based Funding Pilot program, Outcome Metrics, data was collected on 14 programs and 6
institutions received incentive funding for meeting all three targets of the pilot.   Much research was done to determine
these metrics as well as incorporating state targets and performance on core indicators.  The three targets for this project
are 90% credential attainment, 80% employment by end of 2nd quarter following end of academic year, and 95% of the
statewide entry level wage for the occupational corresponding to the field of study as reported by the Kansas Department
of Labor Wage Study.    For those institutions who meet at least one target, performance enhancement grant funds were
available by application.  Many successful projects came about as a result of these enhancement grants, and staff
required a phone conference with the institution to determine issues and strategies for improvement.  Efforts are ongoing
to collect clean and more reliable data, and best practices and suggestions for follow-up data continue to be collected and
shared statewide.    

As mentioned in another section, KBOR staff administers the Kansas Innovative Technology grant fund which is a parallel
initiative to those incentive and innovation grants funded with Perkins.      
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The following institutions and programs were awarded Carl D. Perkins Reserve Fund Grants to support innovative
initiatives:    

Manhattan Area Technical College, Dental Hygiene; Hutchinson Community College, Computer Aided Drafting; Colby
Community College, Nursing; Highland Community College, Diesel Technology; Johnson County Community College,
Emergency Management Services & Information Technology; Ft. Scott Community College, Welding; Washburn Institute
of Technology, Automotive Technology; Kansas City Kansas Community College, Machine Technology.      

     

   

11. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to provide career and technical education
programs for adults and school dropouts to complete their secondary school education? 

Yes

In an effort to enhance collaboration with Special Education Services Team, a position from the Special Education
Services team is shared with the Career, Standards and Assessment Services team. The position provides better
opportunities to collaborate on initiatives and activities to improve student outcomes.    

KSDE collaborated with Families Together, Kansas Parent Information Resource Center and Secondary Connections to
develop resources and strategies to better serve special education students and potential student dropouts.    

KSDE has a web page called “Kansas Drop Ins” that enables adults and/or school dropouts to access information
regarding the alternative and adult education opportunities that exist around the state.KSDE also has several pages of
information on it’s website devoted to adult diploma completion in Kansas.    

KSDE has over one hundred Virtual Schools and Programs administered by Service Centers and school districts.  Every
year since 2011, the number of Virtual Schools grows by about 8% each year.  

13P. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to provide assistance to individuals who have
participated in Perkins assisted services and activities in continuing their education or training or finding
appropriate jobs? 

Yes

On the KSDE website, wage and employment information is provided for each cluster/pathway. The wage and
employment information supports the secondary Kansas definition for high-wage, high-demand, and high-skill.Local LEAs
are encouraged to use national, state, regional, local and trend data as they begin the process for developing and
implementing clusters/pathways (POS).    

North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) has an agreement with Fort Hays State University (FHSU) to provide a
Gateway Program for their students. NCKTC students can live in the dorms and have all the amenities and activities as a
FHSE student.    

EPC collaborates with national staff and state officers to facilitate the National FCCLA Leadership Conference.The
conference provided 250 students and staff from Kansas the opportunity to participate with competitive events,
motivational speakers, track sessions, and leadership training/academies.    

An annual auto skills competition sponsored and judged by reps from Ford Motor Company and AAA. Students qualify by
passing a written test. About 100 students took the written qualifying exam in April.Ten teams of two students each
qualified for the hands-on competition in April, and the winning teams competed at the national competition in
June.Twenty students competed in the finals this year.This is unfortunately the last year for this competition.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    
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Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance
from across the State of Kansas.National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated
to colleagues in the field.    

KBOR provided enhancement grant funds which were used by a number of institutions to amplify their efforts in career
counseling and job placement.   A focus in 2016-2016 will be on efforts to reach those students who are not currently
enrolled, but have gained credits in the past.  The goal would be to provide career counseling so as to assist them in
completing a degree or attaining a credential thus leading to a higher level of employment in the majority of cases.     
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1.  During the reporting year, how did your state provide support for career and technical education programs
that improve the academic and career and technical skills of students through the integration of academics with
career and technical education? 

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.    

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference, held July 26th – 29th, 2015.The KACTE Summer conference was
presented by the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate
sessions; a state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.The first day was
organized by KSDE, focusing on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.The last two days were planned
by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.The “Four Cs”; communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity are popular
topics in education. The focus of this session is creativity, and how we can create a classroom where students are more
likely to truly be creative. It’s not easy. The road to a classroom where students become skilled inventors of ideas and
products is both organized and unpredictable. It is full of surprises, conflict, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The creative classroom is also a never-boring journey toward high engagement and brilliance.The
conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills,
technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green technologies.All presentations were posted to the KSDE website
post-conference.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned with
business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    
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Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in their
respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and collaboration
with business and industry.Approximately 23teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to offer more cost
effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..Presenters from Kansas school districts, KSDE and
other agencies participated in the conference.Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning CTE, SB155 and
career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    

KSDE EDC participated in Technology Student Association (TSA) monthly board meetings. Along with Kansas TSA Board
Members and associated schools, the EDC planned activities to promote leadership and recruitment, reviewed the
funding processes, governance and guidance.Activities and events are facilitated to benefit all TSA schools throughout
the state.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

EPC, TSA Board Members, Carolyn Cole (KS lead) and business and industry partners collaborated to provide student
technology contests, meetings, and social activities for about 300 students with 26 schools represented from around the
state at the Technology Student Association Annual Conference (TSA).This annual competition conference is where
students compete in their chosen events to qualify for the National Competition. Three TSA State Leadership conferences
for teamwork and personal skills served TSA student leaders/officers as well. Kansas State University and Fort Hays
State University also joined in development of all of these conferences.    

An annual auto skills competition sponsored and judged by reps from Ford Motor Company and AAA. Students qualify by
passing a written test. About 100 students took the written qualifying exam in April.Ten teams of two students each
qualified for the hands-on competition in April, and the winning teams competed at the national competition in
June.Twenty students competed in the finals this year.This is unfortunately the last year for this competition.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     
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Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders (SCCL), Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver
Conferences, and the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all providedopportunities for FFA officers and members to
focus on individual leadership skill development and activities.Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate past State FFA
Officers.Over 150 FFA members attended the intense 24-hour conferences, Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver, as well as
41 District FFA Officers from seven districts.The SCCL had 280 FFA Chapter Leaders from all 49 Chapters across
Kansas.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,600 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 132 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 132 high schools across the state.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    

The program approval process for postsecondary programs requires institutions to enter a new program and all courses
tied and/or linked to the program into the KBOR database along with submission of course syllabi to the KBOR CTE staff.
Each course syllabus is reviewed to ensure both academic and technical skill requirements are addressed. In addition,
each program requesting Perkins approval, is reviewed, eligibility is determined and recorded in the database.    

Integrating Academics with CTE, a competitive grant project, focused on projects that incorporate academic instruction
and support into the CTE classroom.  Five projects were funded and this initiative will continue.  Two institutions have
received additional funding from Jobs for the Future, who originally funded the Accelerating Opportunity-Kansas grant.
 This funding, combined with Perkins Reserve state funds, wil support integration of academics into specific CTE
classrooms, and expected is the result of higher retention, completion and success.    

Over the past seven years the Kansas Technical Education Authority (TEA) has developed a demand-driven framework
and implemented a process to better align like technical programs within the state with the needs of business and industry
and improved the seamlessness between secondary and postsecondary technical education programs and among
postsecondary technical education programs within the system.    Byutilizing industry-based assessments to verify the    
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skills of program graduates and increase the number of graduates attaining credentials recognized and valued by
business and industry, KBOR CTE staff followed the approved alignment framework and closely examined existing
technical programs to establish common core courses, prerequisites, exit points and program lengths. To date, 17
programs have completed the alignment process and 8 programs are targeted to complete the process during the next
year. Postsecondary Perkins State Leadership funds have been earmarked to assist colleges in attaining recommended
program accreditations and the upgrade instructor credentials to meet program accreditation standards. The KBOR
website provides access to program information provided by program faculty and administration, including the many
elements involved in the curriculum alignment process.  In particular, the website offers implementation guidance to the
postsecondary institutions.    

KBOR staff continues to utilize “Approved Assessment & Credential” list for institutional Follow-up data reporting. The list
identifies industry-recognized, third party assessments and credentials for those programs which have either completed
the alignment process or have a state license or credential. Staff meet annually with the Department of Labor and
Commerce to ensure list is current.  A new initiative for 2015-2016 will include the recommendations of an expert who was
contracted with to assist in developing guidelines for credential approval.  We expect several other states to join Kansas in
this initiative.    

NCK Tech hired an Instructional Coordinator to provide curricular and instructional support for all programs. This position
will coordinate with the Dean of Instruction and faculty to assist in maintaining quality, current curriculum aligned with state
standards and industry needs utilizing effective technology and instructional methods.    

Neosho County Community College is employing additional tutors and adding accessibility options to assist students in
math  and/or science.    

Northwest KS Tech College employed an Assessment Coordinator who will work with program faculty to help insure a
quality program by evaluating findings and develop action plans to improve programs, learning and processes. The
Assessment Coordinator will maintain an inventory of data from: Student Satisfaction Survey, Institutional Effectiveness
Survey, Graduate Follow-up, Employee Follow-up, Program Assessment Plan, Comprehensive Program Review, and
Annual program Reviews which are all used to insure institutional effectiveness which serves as a means for continuous
program improvement.    

Pratt Community College is providing academic assistance through tutoring program staffed by student peer tutors and
faculty to assist student enrolled in technical programs with very positive results. Work Keys Pre-Tests: Assess basic
learning skills of entering CTE students in three Work Keys areas – Reading for Information, Writing, and Applied Math.
Incoming students from Ag Power Technology, Electrical Power Technology, Solar Power Technology, and Automotive
Technology Programs are assessed.    

At Northwest KS Tech College, many programs have implemented required certification testing:  Diesel students have
taken the MACS certification.  HVAC, Electrical, Welding and Carpentry have taken the Fork Lift training certification
course. First year Respiratory Therapy students have taken the BLS certification.  Second year students have taken the
ACLS and NRP certifications.  Students in Electrical, HVAC and Welding have take NCCER certification.  Electrical,
Carpentry, Welding, Diesel and Collision Repair students have taken Work Keys.  Respiratory Therapy students have
taken the CRT exam.  Medical Assistant Students have taken the RMA exam. Communication Technology students have
taken the SCTE certification.    

At Wichita Area Technical College, they created Industry Advocate Teams, local and regional businesses and industries
provide input on job skills and knowledge needed for successful employment.  Individual program accrediting bodies also
review college programs on a regular basis.     

Academic Assistance Program at Pratt Community College: Continue to provide academic assistance through tutoring
program staffed by student peer tutors and faculty to assist student enrolled in technical programs.  Update:  During the
Spring Semester, 165 students received tutoring assistance on a regular basis through the Academic Assistance
program.  This assistance was provided either at the Tutoring Center or in conjunction with athletic study halls.  Student
comments on the end-of-semester survey indicated the students appreciated having a tutor available within the study
halls so that help was immediate.  Comments also indicated that tutors connected successfully with those they helped; in
addition, tutors provided solid reinforcement of the classroom instruction.  The number of students in each study hall will
be monitored to assess whether additional tutors may be required to maintain the effectiveness of this program.     
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At Johnson County Community College, students enrolled in Composition I, Food Focus are completed research papers
that investigated the origin of a specific dish (such as pizza or pumpkin pie), a culinary trend (such as nouvelle cuisine), or
a food-related controversy (such as Genetically Modified Ingredients).  This is the fifth major writing assignment of the
semester.  Students practiced various modes of writing that are essential to the hospitality field – culinary profession,
including essays that define a food-related term (fusion cuisine, molecular gastronomy, for example), detail a complicated
culinary process (such as how to create a béchamel sauce), describe a particular dish (emphasis given to the importance
of sensory detail to entice an audience to try a particular food), and creating a profile of an important Kansas City culinary
professional or Kansas City eatery.  The additional requirements of this class are extensive reading and discussion of
essays and articles related to each of these writing assignments which offer students more information on the profession
they are entering.  The students of the class have had a lot of fun not only getting to know one another through class
discussions, but also work-shopping essay drafts, meeting in conference, and making presentations regarding the various
research topics.  Students have also taken a number of tests to ensure they are mastering the rudiments of grammar,
mechanics, and MLA documentation.  After the research paper, the focus in the class was shifted to the portfolio.  The
students were required to choose three prior essays, entirely overhaul them based on what they have learned in the class,
and submit the essays as the best specimens of their work.  Not only did the students engage in more work-shopping of
drafts, but also intensively focused on the finer points of writing, including style, use of transitions between ideas, and
more complicated grammatical issues such as parallelism and active/passive voice.   The instructor subsequently enrolled
in several of the culinary classes so as to further the knowledge in the culinary and hospitality program areas.    

Kansas City Kansas CC hired two academic skills instructors to work with students in Welding, HVAC, Automotive
Technology, Auto Collision, and Building & Property Maintenance to improve foundational skills needed to successfully
complete coursework and be better prepared to take industry-recognized technical assessments that lead to a credential. 
The academic skills instructors and the CTE program faculty continued to meet weekly to refine lessons for student skills
deficiencies.  Academic skills instructors implemented the lessons they learned from the examples other academic skills
instructors shared with them.  In addition, one academic instructor compiled content standards and learning objectives for
HVAC and Welding in an instructional manual.  A second academic skills instructor created an instructional manual for the
Auto Tech, Auto Collision, and Building and Property Maintenance programs; the manual contains content standards,
learning objectives, sample lesson plans, teaching strategies, and assessment information.     

All community and technical colleges receiving Perkins funds hold advisory committee meetings a minimum of twice a
year.  KBOR is encouraging the concept of Regional Advisory Councils/Committees which appear to make the best use of
business partner efforts and time, while allowing secondary and postsecondary, and various programs to interact.  KBOR
staff continue to provide technical assistance to further these best practices.    

At Pratt CC:  Assess basic learning skills of entering CTE students in three Work Keys areas – Reading for Information,
Writing, and Applied Math. Incoming students from Ag Power Technology, Electrical Power Technology, Solar Power
Technology, and Automotive Technology Programs will be assessed.    

     

At NCK Tech, Academic and CTE faculty meet during in-service time and department chair meetings to find ways to
collaborate on student learning. We will continue this practice to establish regular communication between departments.   
 

     

At Labette CC, LCC will continue to integrate academic skills into technical courses by using annual review of all Career
Technical Education (CTE) programs to identify areas and strategies for improvement.  LCC will continue to provide CTE
students with the academic career, and related STEM courses that lead to entry into technology fields.     

LCC will continue to evaluate course content to ensure currency    

LCC will continue to monitor critical thinking skills in all courses through Outcomes Assessment Reports each semester    

LCC will continue to provide assisted learning support for nontraditional and special population to enhance success and
increase retention    

LCC will continue to provide instruction material, technology assisted instructional curriculum, and supplies for CTE
programs    
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Using program advisory committees to validate learning outcomes    

CTE Advisory committees will continue to review curriculum and activities and give feedback to instructor to validate
learning outcomes    

CTE Advisory committee members will continue to review exit evaluations and certified examination as needed    

CTE Advisory committee members will continue to evaluate student portfolio as appropriate    

Creating a rigorous, integrated and aligned curriculum    

LCC faculty will continue to review and modify curriculum to align with the needs of the industry in all areas especially in
high skills, wage, or demand jobs in the workplace    

Allowing academic and technical instructors to jointly develop curriculum    

LCC will allow academic and technical instructors to jointly develop curriculum as opportunities arise    

     

     

     

   

2.  During the reporting year, how did your state support partnerships among local educational agencies,
institutions of higher education, adult education providers, and, as appropriate, other entities, such as
employers, labor organizations, intermediaries, parents, and local partnerships, to enable students to achieve
state academic standards, and career and technical skills. 

The Kansas Board of Regents, in collaboration with the Kansas Department of Commerce, developed the Employer
Engagement Initiative.  This project initiated with conversations with business and industry and education regarding how
we might better recognize employers for their involvement and partnerships.  Employers responded that they wanted
access to the students, and they appreciate being recognized for their involvement.  Staff worked through various
iterations of the tiered recognition model with input from the KS Department of Commerce, JFF and KSDE.  Once an
institution nominates an employer, they receive a framed certification of recognition signed by the Secretary of Commerce
and the President and CEO of the Kansas Board of Regents.  This certificate is provided to the institution to award how
they wish.  Employer partners and award recognition pictures are on the KBOR site, and staff have made several trips to
assist with  awarding these certificates.  The 200th employer mark will be reached in 2015.      

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.    

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    
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More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference, held July 26th – 29th, 2015.The KACTE Summer conference was
presented by the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate
sessions; a state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.The first day was
organized by KSDE, focusing on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.The last two days were planned
by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.The “Four Cs”; communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity are popular
topics in education. The focus of this session is creativity, and how we can create a classroom where students are more
likely to truly be creative. It’s not easy. The road to a classroom where students become skilled inventors of ideas and
products is both organized and unpredictable. It is full of surprises, conflict, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The creative classroom is also a never-boring journey toward high engagement and brilliance.The
conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills,
technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green technologies.All presentations were posted to the KSDE website
post-conference.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned with
business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in their
respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and collaboration
with business and industry.Approximately 23teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to offer more cost
effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..Presenters from Kansas school districts, KSDE and
other agencies participated in the conference.Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning CTE, SB155 and
career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    

KSDE EDC participated in Technology Student Association (TSA) monthly board meetings. Along with Kansas TSA Board
Members and associated schools, the EDC planned activities to promote leadership and recruitment, reviewed the
funding processes, governance and guidance.Activities and events are facilitated to benefit all TSA schools throughout
the state.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

EPC, TSA Board Members, Carolyn Cole (KS lead) and business and industry partners collaborated to provide student
technology contests, meetings, and social activities for about 300 students with 26 schools represented from around the
state at the Technology Student Association Annual Conference (TSA).This annual competition conference is where
students compete in their chosen events to qualify for the National Competition. Three TSA State Leadership conferences
for teamwork and personal skills served TSA student leaders/officers as well. Kansas State University and Fort Hays
State University also joined in development of all of these conferences.    
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An annual auto skills competition sponsored and judged by reps from Ford Motor Company and AAA. Students qualify by
passing a written test. About 100 students took the written qualifying exam in April.Ten teams of two students each
qualified for the hands-on competition in April, and the winning teams competed at the national competition in
June.Twenty students competed in the finals this year.This is unfortunately the last year for this competition.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders (SCCL), Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver
Conferences, and the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all providedopportunities for FFA officers and members to
focus on individual leadership skill development and activities.Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate past State FFA
Officers.Over 150 FFA members attended the intense 24-hour conferences, Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver, as well as
41 District FFA Officers from seven districts.The SCCL had 280 FFA Chapter Leaders from all 49 Chapters across
Kansas.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,600 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 132 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 132 high schools across the state.    
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EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    

     

   

3. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to improve career guidance and academic
counseling programs? 

Yes

Pratt Community College is providing academic assistance through tutoring program staffed by faculty to assist student
enrolled in technical programs with very positive results.  Work Keys Pre-Tests: Assess basic learning skills of entering
CTE students in three Work Keys areas – Reading for Information, Writing, and Applied Math. Incoming students from Ag
Power Technology, Electrical Power Technology, Solar Power Technology, and Automotive Technology Programs are
assessed.    

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).The document consists of 36 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2016 – 17 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.    

KSDE staff organized and presented three CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for each cluster as well as
CTE Coordinators.Through these regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE
updates and news, and professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these
workshops.Training on various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who
attended.These training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the
development and content of each Pathway.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned with
business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

Continue FHTC’s Core Abilities for students in all programs of study with both CTE and Academic faculty.  FHTC’s 9 Core
Abilities (Citizenship, Communications, Critical Thinking, Information Literacy, Math Logic, Professional Work Ethic,
Technology Literacy, Respect for Diversity, and Global Awareness) will be assessed through a performance
rubric—including both student and instructor evaluation—and a student-instructor conference that takes place at a
minimum of 2 times during a student’s career at FHTC.    
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Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in their
respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and collaboration
with business and industry.Approximately 23teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to offer more cost
effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..Presenters from Kansas school districts, KSDE and
other agencies participated in the conference.Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning CTE, SB155 and
career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance
from across the State of Kansas.National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated
to colleagues in the field.    

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    

One focus of the RPOS grant was on counseling and our state, colleges and school districts benefitted greatly from this
grant.  The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE),
was awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career
Ready Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.          

WATC purchased EMSI Career Coach software ($11,500) to allow Career Coaches and current students to work together
and understand current labor market trends and local employment opportunities enabling them to make better decisions
about career paths and CTE educational opportunities enabling success upon attainment of a TC or AAS.    

At MATC, encourage and support instructor participation in industry-based workshops and seminars to assist in staying
current with technological changes and the ability to integrate them into the program curriculum.  CTE Faculty and Staff
are encouraged to participate in opportunities which enhance their understanding and knowledge of current industry
trends, integration of academic technical education, applied learning strategies, and All Aspects of the Industry; and must
include these activities in their individual professional development plan.     
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At FHTC:  The Director of Career Services and the Business & Industry Training Center, initiated a Career Fair for the fall
semester, in addition to the traditional Annual Career / Transfer Fair.  The fall semester Career Fair was held on
Wednesday, October 29, in the Conference Center at FHTC from 10 AM to 1:30 PM.  52 companies and organizations
participated in the fall Career Fair including:  Abengoa Bioenergy Biomass of Kansas, LLC; Aerotek Staffing Agency;
American Eagle Outfitters; Better Life Technologies; Big Heart Pet Foods; Camoplast Solideal; Caterpillar Work Tools;
Craig Home Care; Crossland Construction Co.; Detroit Diesel Daimler; Energy Construction Solutions; ESU Admissions;
ESU Sodexo; Excel Industries; Hustle Turf and Big Dog Mowers; Express Employment Professionals; Flint Hills
Community Health Center; Florence Manufacturing; Focus Industrial Workforces, Inc.; Go Blue, LLC; Golden Living
Center; Green Dot Holdings; Holiday Resort; Hopkins Manufacturing Corporation; Ka-Comm; KAN SEAL (Contractor for
Wolf Creek); Kansas City Power & Light; KANSASWORKS; Kasa Industrial Controls; Life Care Center of Burlington; LMI
Aerospace (Formerly Valent); Manpower; National Guard; Norfolk Iron and Metal; Presbyterian Manor of Emporia; Quest
Services, Inc.; R Tech Tool & Machine; Rubbermaid; Sauder Custom Fabrication; Schenck Process, LLC; Simmons /
Menu Pet Foods; Spartan Staffing; Stouse, Inc.; Sunset Manor; The Arnold Group; Topeka Electrical JATC; Tyson Fresh
Meats, Inc.; US Army; VEKTEK, Inc.; Viega, LLC; Westar Energy; Wichita Electrical Training Center; and Wolf Creek
Nuclear Operating Corporation.  Preparation for the April 15, 2015 spring semester Employer and Career Fair event will
begin in earnest during the next quarter of the year.     

Improving accessibility to program information and statistics for prospective students and the public at Labette Community
College    

LCC will continue to participate in career fairs    

LCC will continue to update LCC Website on CTE program information    

LCC will update and revise CTE brochures as needed    

LCC will research program information and statistics and make available to prospective students    

Providing career guidance and academic counseling    

LCC faculty and Admissions personnel will continue to serve as advisors for students enrolling in CTE and Academic
Programs    

LCC will provide career pathways for all CTE students    

LCC faculty will continue to revise semester plans, two year rotation and align program requirements as needed    

      

4. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to establish agreements, including articulation
agreements, between secondary school and postsecondary career and technical education programs to provide
postsecondary education and training opportunities for students? 

Yes

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.    

Kansas students are able to take advantage of 123 local articulation agreements established between their secondary
LEA and a school to registered apprenticeship, community and technical college, and/or university. A requirement of all
new cluster/pathway applications results in an articulated agreement signed annually by leadership of the participating
secondary and postsecondary institutions and/or apprenticeship site.These agreements represent our mission of
developing an academic plan for Kansas students to be successful in either college or career, and they ensure a
smoother transition with less duplication of effort by the student.    
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Currently, students from any Kansas high school who meet the course completion requirements for the twelve community
and technical colleges, and/or universities can utilize their statewide articulation agreement. There are 123 statewide
agreements with Barton, Cloud County, Flint Hills, Kansas City KS, Pratt, and Seward County Community Colleges as
well as Emporia State, Pittsburg State, Wichita State, Washburn University, and five Technical Colleges.Plans are to keep
working to develop additional statewide articulation agreements for every secondary state-approved career
pathway.Every year, these agreements are updated in addition to new agreements that are developed with the influence
of our EPCs and business and industry.    

Pittsburg State University holds statewide articulation agreements for Construction, Family and Community Services,
Consumer Services, Early Childhood Development and Services, Teaching/Training, and Visual Arts pathways.Wichita
State University holds statewide articulation agreements for the Engineering and Applied Mathematics pathway.Emporia
State University holds four statewide articulation agreements in Corrections, Security, Law, and Law Enforcement -
Pre-Law, Government and Public Administration, Business Finance, and the Teaching/Training pathways.    

Washburn University holds 12 statewide articulation agreements for the Health Science, Bus, Mgmt and Admin - Bus.
Entrepreneurship and Mgmt., Finance - Business Finance, Marketing, LPSCS-Corrections, Sec.andLaw Enforcement,
Human Svc - Family and Community Svc, Human Svc - Early Childhood, Education and Training, AV Communications,
STEM BioMedical, and, Web and Digital Communications pathways.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in their
respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and collaboration
with business and industry.Approximately 23teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to offer more cost
effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..Presenters from Kansas school districts, KSDE and
other agencies participated in the conference.Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning CTE, SB155 and
career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    
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Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,600 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 132 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 132 high schools across the state.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance
from across the State of Kansas.National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated
to colleagues in the field.    

   

5. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support initiatives to facilitate the transition of
sub baccalaureate career and technical education students into baccalaureate programs? 

Yes

Fort Hays State University has established and maintained articulation agreements directly with high school CTE
programs for many years.Currently, they have three Statewide Articulation Agreements in STEM – Energy, STEM –
Engineering and Applied Math, and the Construction and/or Design strands of the Construction and Design pathway.    

Pittsburg State University holds statewide articulation agreements for Construction, Family and Community Services,
Consumer Services, Early Childhood Development and Services, Teaching/Training, and Visual Arts pathways.Wichita
State University holds statewide articulation agreements for the Engineering and Applied Mathematics pathway.Emporia
State University holds four statewide articulation agreements in Corrections, Security, Law, and Law Enforcement -
Pre-Law, Government and Public Administration, Business Finance, and the Teaching/Training pathways.    

Washburn University holds 12 statewide articulation agreements for the Health Science, Bus, Mgmt and Admin - Bus.
Entrepreneurship and Mgmt., Finance - Business Finance, Marketing, LPSCS-Corrections, Sec.andLaw Enforcement,
Human Svc - Family and Community Svc, Human Svc - Early Childhood, Education and Training, AV Communications,
STEM BioMedical, and, Web and Digital Communications pathways.    

North Central Kansas Technical College (NCKTC) has an agreement with Fort Hays State University (FHSU) to provide a
Gateway Program for their students.NCKTC students can live in the dorms and have all the amenities and activities as a
FHSE student.    

KSDE staff organized and presented three CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for each cluster as well as
CTE Coordinators.Through these regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE
updates and news, and professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these
workshops.Training on various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all who
attended.These training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the
development and content of each Pathway.    
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The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.National RWDC personnel, along with various business and industry
support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.Students participated in the design and
development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,600 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 132 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 132 high schools across the state.    

The National Project Lead The Way (PLTW) Assessments Team made up of selected national teachers/leaders from
PLTW schools and Kansas Educational Program Consult (EPC), led Kansas State Leaders in building appropriate
standards connectivity, guidance, and assessment processes for PLTW.All guidance developed will benefit all 133 active
Kansas PLTW schools.    
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ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in their
respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and collaboration
with business and industry.Approximately 23teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to offer more cost
effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..Presenters from Kansas school districts, KSDE and
other agencies participated in the conference.Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning CTE, SB155 and
career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in attendance
from across the State of Kansas.National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and disseminated
to colleagues in the field.    

At Highland Community College, they Continue to organize a workshop for secondary and post-secondary instructors to
work on aligning curriculum, developing pathways, and articulation agreements. Added additional workshop for the
secondary schools in the Western Technical School area. Stipend is for post-secondary instructors to work with
secondary instructors to develop the pathways and Articulation agreements.    

Wichita Area Tech College has a Director of Educational Partnerships who continues to work with local high schools and
postsecondary institutions on new articulation agreements and maintaining and renewing existing articulation agreements.
   

JCCC hired a Transfer & Articulation Coordinator to develop a more cohesive two-year to four-year transfer program. 
Currently, JCCC has over 100 articulation agreements with four-year colleges and universities; however, students and
parents often find the various options confusing.  The Coordinator is currently reviewing the transfer/articulation
agreements and determining how best to streamline the process and communicate the necessary information to students
and parents.   Final report:  In this reporting period, the transfer & articulation coordinator updated roughly 40 of JCCC’s
transfer guides for the 2015-16 school year. As universities continue to publish their new catalogs, all of JCCC’s transfer
guides will be updated. JCCC has created new articulation agreements with Baker University and DeVry University. The
agreement with Baker University is especially exciting as it guarantees admission and a scholarship to students who
graduate from JCCC with an A.A. or A.S. with a 2.60 or better. The scholarship is tiered based on the student’s specific
GPA.    
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Pratt CC:  Secondary to Post-Secondary Technical Education Programs: To develop and prepare occupational pathway
charts that visually define secondary to post-secondary education requirements for our existing Health Occupation
Technology, Information Network Technology, Automotive Technology, Office Administrative Assistant, Medical Office
Assistant and Solar Power Technology, and Electrical Powerline Technology CTE programs.  Meeting was held with
service area high school superintendents, principals and counselors November 5th on the Pratt Community College
campus. Discussion on occupational pathways cumulated into effort to create pathways that include both general
education and technical coursework that could be provided by PCC. This work will start with the Business – Finance and
Marketing Pathway and continue through several that are popular in the service area.  On January 27th, a meeting was
held with Kingman High School and with representatives from Hutchinson Community College regarding a partnership to
offer concurrent enrollment opportunities for students at Kingman HS in Carpentry. This was a continuation of
conversations that began with Northwest Kansas Technical College in delivering Carpentry to service area high school in
October. The preparation of agreements for several pathways for service area high schools is currently underway.    

NWKTC has updated all the 2+2 agreements with K-State Salina.  The college signed an articulation agreement with
Kansas Wesleyan University with the Crime Scene Investigation program.  The college also signed a reverse transfer
agreement with K-State University.  The college is involved with the Core Outcome project to help insure transfer of
general education classes to Kansas Colleges and is utilizing the KSRN system.    

Salina Area Tech College completed new agreements with Kansas Wesleyan University and Bethany College.    

Pratt CC:  an articulation agreement was signed with Ottawa University for transfer of associate degrees in Art and
Science. Current discussions include articulation resigning with Fort Hays State University and Southwestern University,
and new signing with Tabor College.  Efforts have focused primarily with Fort Hays State University to develop an online
general studies program and a technical studies program that will link the associate’s degree with the baccalaureate
degree.  This program has been entitled “Click-2-Connect” and is an exclusive effort between Pratt Community College
and Fort Hays State University.  Initial implementation is targeted for Fall, with advertising scheduled to begin September. 
   

J.D. Gragg, Articulation Coordinator, has been selected to serve on the executive board for GPACAC (Great Plains
Association for College Admission Counseling) in a professional development role. The goal is to help educate high
school counselors and university faculty and staff on current transfer issues. JCCC continues to work with KU on the Dual
Partnership Program and they are set to roll out a trial version this fall. This includes a new MOU that will be finalized this
summer. Additionally, JCCC is expanding the Degree in 3 program with KU Edwards to include more degrees and high
school districts. Finally, JCCC has begun working with the KBOR aligned universities to complete a new articulation
initiative set forth by KBOR. This will allow JCCC to have at least two fully articulated programs with every KBOR
university.    

Linking career and technical education programs with baccalaureate programs    

LCC will continue to link CTE programs with baccalaureate programs    

LCC will continue to partner with Pittsburg State University (PSU) by an agreement to utilize the simulation center located
in the nursing department at PSU    

LCC will continue to partner with Friends University allowing baccalaureate programs to students on the LCC campus    

LCC will continue to partner with Missouri Southern University Health Career Programs    

LCC will continue to partner with Wichita State University Dental Assistant Programs    

LCC will continue to partner with K-State Salina Recording Arts Technology Programs; Network Administration Program;
and Graphic Design Program    

LCC will continue to partner with K-State general education agreement in Associate of Arts Social Science/Psychology    

Transferring academic/technical credits into baccalaureate college/universities    

LCC will continue articulating with four year universities, transferring academic/technical credits to provide seamless
transition    
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LCC will continue to update courses to meet KBOR’s Course Equivalency Transfer guide for the Kansas seamless
transfer process between Community Colleges and Universities.    

     

     

PSU, Missouri Southern, Ottawa University, Washburn and K-State are some of the post-secondary institutions who have
come to FSCC campus to visit with and assist students transitioning to the next level.    

     

Butler Community College Early hosted College Public Safety Academy curriculum has been selected following
consultation with Lead faculty and administrators in content areas of Criminal Justice, Fire Science, and EMT. Innovative
program content has been developed in partnership with Public Safety Professionals and Public Safety Access Point
(PSAP) 911 Directors. A combination of cross-discipline curricular sequences has been completed presenting a career
and technical education format that is distinctive and unavailable outside of this program. Cross-discipline professionals
with extensive experience and post-secondary and graduate degrees have been secured as instructors from area Public
Safety agencies.  Program parameters, student opportunities, and post-secondary career and technical education
opportunities were formally presented to regional education leadership and to current secondary students at twelve high
schools; and program information has been distributed with enrollment and advising dates secured in preparation for
program participation.  Enrolled 11 students in the first cohort. Hosted the July Kansas Assoc. of Chiefs of Police Region 4
luncheon, promoting the academy to Chiefs from eight south central Kansas counties, as well as the Kansas Highway
Patrol Commandant. Partnering with local 911 for academy instructors, use of training hardware worth ~$50,000, and
development of Emergency Communications courses, National Academy of Emergency Dispatcher certificates and
endorsements.    

     

Coffeyville CC continually updates articulation agreements with area high schools and continues to work with schools on
new program agreements to create additional opportunities for students in southeast Kansas.    

     

Manhattan Area (MATC) Technical College’s Dental Hygiene Director met with WSU’s Director of their Degree
Completion program and discovered that they don’t do “formal” articulation agreements, but that they have modified their
requirements for entrance into the WSU Degree Completion program.  Any student that graduates from an accredited DH
program with a 2.5 GPA or higher is automatically granted admission into their program as long as they have certain
pre-requisites.  Our curriculum and prerequisites line up with theirs, so any of our students are guaranteed admission as
long as they have a 2.5 GPA or higher at graduation.  We will continue these conversations to ensure seamless transfer.  
 

MATC increased our presence with Wamego High School and their welding program.  40 of their students completed our
Welding 140 and 150 courses.  Also, we expanded the CNA program by serving 38 high school students at Wamego,
Manhattan, Riley and Mill Creek Valley schools.  We are on track to greatly expand CTE offerings at all the
aforementioned high schools for the FY15-16 academic year after establishing these initial relationships.  In addition,
MATC added an Instructional Outreach Specialist position to establish and coordinate positive relationships and
partnerships with school district administrators, teachers, counselors, human resource managers, training directors, and
other parties.     
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On Wednesday, December 3, FHTC hosted their Annual Principal/Counselor/Superintendent’s Conference in FHTC’s
Conference Center.  The agenda included breakfast prepared and served by the Hospitality/Culinary Arts program, a
Presidential welcome by Dr. Dean Hollenbeck, a discussion on the importance of career and technical education (and
distribution of FHTC’s Technical Education Pays brochure), College and Academic Planning Conferences (presented by
Joy Haegert, Counselor at Emporia High School), the new Energy Pathway adopted by the Kansas State Department of
Education, libguides for Career Pathways, Accelerating Opportunity Kansas grant, Opportunities for concurrent and
technical enrollment, Scholarship opportunities for high school students, Online courses and resources, and tour options,
including a Business and Industry Tour with Glendo Corporation in Emporia.  Forty-seven (47) staff members from 18
different high schools attended the conference, including representatives from Burlington, Chase County, Council Grove,
Emporia, Eureka, Hamilton, Hartford, Lebo, Lyndon, Madison, Marais des Cygnes Valley, Mission Valley, Newton,
Northern Heights, Olpe, Osage City, Santa Fe Trail, and Waverly High Schools.  The FHCCC group also met for their
regularly scheduled meeting on January 14 in FHTC’s Conference Center.  The February meeting was cancelled due to
the CTE Annual February Conference being held within a week of the regular meeting date.  John Decker, Interactive
Multimedia Design instructor, participated in the Chase County High School Program Advisory Committee meeting on
November 19, 2015.  Janet Anderson-Story, Director of Library Services, conducted an orientation session for the
Composition II students taking this dual-credit course at Northern Heights High School in Allen, KS, on Feb. 27.  She
showed the students how to access FHTC’s online library resources, how to discern the validity of sources they are
reviewing and how to use the libguides to help students in finding articles or creating citations for their research papers. 
FHTC President Dean Hollenbeck, VP of Instructional Services Steve Loewen and Dean of Instructional Services Rachael
LeClear met with Shane Clark, Olpe High School Principal, on Wednesday, Feb. 25.  The meeting was to discuss
collaborative efforts to provide more dual-credit options for Olpe students, the potential of doing some faculty resource
sharing and the possibility of doing some type of partnered agriculture program.  A group of 84 Emporia Middle School
students participated in an Energy Fair that was held on Tuesday, February 24, at the Jones Education Center on the
main campus.  Power Plant Technology (PPT) faculty and energy industry members were on hand to do presentations,
hands-on demonstrations and answer questions about what it is like to be employed in the energy field.  The PPT
program began an additional outreach site at Garden City High School (GCHS) during the spring semester of 2015. 
Eighteen students at GCHS are taking the Energy Industry Fundamentals online class and six of these students are
enrolled in the entire spring semester of PPT courses.  FHTC hired a facilitator for the GCHS site to help provide the
students with support, industry tours, guest speakers and general facilitation of the online courses.  FHTC’s PPT
instructors in Emporia and Topeka are teaching these online sections.  Kim Dhority held several online webinars with high
school representatives from western Kansas to let them know about the online opportunities available for dually-enrolled
students into the PPT and Business Administrative Technology programs at FHTC.     

     

Cowley College is working with area high schools to re-new or review existing articulation agreements for their pathways
prior to deadline.  Also receiving requests from some additional 4-year Kansas schools, (Kansas Wesleyan and Pittsburg
State) to look at some 2+2 opportunities.  We are also working with Oklahoma Technical schools and the Barber Colleges
in Kansas for degree completion programs within the AGS degree.  Website is still in process.  Articulation agreements
have been reviewed, updated, or renewed with secondary schools for the 2015-2016 academic year for qualifying
technical education pathways.  Agreements have been approved for the following districts:  Arkansas City – USD #470,
Argonia – USD #359, Conway Springs -  USD #356, Udall –USD # 463, Wellington – USD #353, Winfield – USD #465.  A
Memo of Understanding was developed which outlines an AGS (Associate of General Studies) degree completion plan
allowing credit to be applied for prior learning and technical credits earned at Oklahoma Technical Schools and Old Town
Barber College in Kansas.    

     

Cowley College is coordinating efforts with USD 465 (Winfield) and USD 470 (Arkansas City) to designing math and
English courses to enhance Pathways Programs and promote Senate Bill 155.  In order to provide advanced education
opportunities to qualifying high school students in the area, Academic Affairs personnel have developed three (4) new
Concurrent Enrollment Partnership (CEP) agreements for the 2015-16 academic year.    

Dodge City Community College has activities throughout the year to link secondary with postsecondary, and
postsecondary to baccalaureate CTE programs, as follows:    
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Colby Community College:  Farm & Ranch Mgt; Flint Hills Tech College:  Elec Power Technician; Seward Co. Community
College:  Welding; Fort Hays State University:  Farm & Ranch Mgt, Broadcasting; Computer Science; Welding; Kansas
State University:  Farm & Ranch Mgt;  Kansas State University - Salina:  Most Tech programs;   Kansas University:  Fire
Science, Nursing; Pittsburg State University:  Building Construction; Welding.  DCCC Fall Enrollment Days:  5/1, 5/20, 6/8;
Dodge City:  4/16 USD 443 Alternative Education; 4/20 Dual Credit; Service Area HS Visits:  3/10 @ Ransom; 5/1 @
Kinsley; Kansas HS Visits:  3/2 @ Atwood, Goodland; 3/3 @ St. Francis; ¾ @ Almena, Logan; 3/5 @ Hoxie; 3/9 @
Natoma, Phillipsburg; 3/24 @ Sylvan, Tipton; 3/25 Lincoln; 3/26 @ Hays, Wilson; 4/10 @ Palco; Oklahoma HS Visits: 
3/30 @ Forgan; 3/31 @ Turpin; Colorado HS Visits:  4/6 @ Springfield; 4/7 @ Walsh, Vilas, Prichett; New Mexico HS
Visits:  4/13 @ Springer; 4/14 @ Raton, Clayton; Misc Visits/Activities:  3/11-14 1A Division II State Basketball
Tournament @ Dodge City; 4/22 SkilsUSA Kansas TechSpo & Career Fair @ Wichita; 6/9 Beef Empire Days @ Garden
City; 6/22 Kansas University Gear Up students; 6/24 Dodge City Chamber of Commerce Business Appreciation
Luncheon; Hosted:  3/14 1A Division II State Basketball student athlete breakfast; 4/2 Sunnyside 3rd grade – Welding,
Nursing, Fire Sci.; 4/30 Ross Elementary 1st grade – Ag, Auto, Diesel, Fire Sci., Electrical Power Tech; 5/20 Ford County
Wheat Plot Tour; 4/25 Lineman Boot Camp @ Emporia Pole Field; 5/2 Lineman Boot Camp @ DCCC Pole Field –
Electrical Power Tech program; Collaboration:  Community Housing Association of Dodge City & Building Construction
program; 4/16 Youthville Development Mtg; 6/17 Big Brothers Big Sisters; Fort Hays State University; Kansas State
University; Pittsburg State University – 3/12 former DCCC student attending Pitt State spoke to Bldg Construction
students;3/26 Auto, Bldg Construction, Computer Science, Graphic Design @ Pittsburg State University; Tabor College
4/6 @ DCCC – Allied Health.    
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The Career Pathways Consortium of Wyandotte and Leavenworth Counties met in September and October at KCKCC. 
Agenda items include KSDE drive-in workshops, articulation agreements, non-traditional initiatives, and planning for HOT
Career Days.  The consortium hosted Regional Joint Advisory Committees for the first time this fall.  The goal is to have
more business and industry participants in each program area so that all high schools can share in this effort of
engagement.  Some postsecondary programs participated in the joint committees and nearly all had a postsecondary
representative attend the meeting.  Program areas participating included:  Multimedia/Communications,
Business/Marketing, Law/Public Safety, Construction, Health Sciences, and Restaurant & Event Management.  The
secondary representatives were pleased with the first meetings and plan to have a follow-up/debriefing meeting soon to
continue to refine and improve the process.   KCKCC-TEC has hosted two middle school career awareness events –
students spend 7 minutes per rotation doing hands-on activities and are able to experience about 15 program areas
during their two hours at the event.   KCKCC-TEC hosted a Manufacturing Day event on October 2.  Students (74) from
Kansas City Kansas Public and Leavenworth High Schools toured General Motors Fairfax Assembly plant and A & E
Custom Manufacturing, participated in a “career jumping” activity during lunch, and then toured TEC programs that
connect with the manufacturing industry.   The Consortium and KCKCC hosted their 7th annual HOT Careers Days on
November 11 and 12 – approximately 340 students from eight secondary districts participated.  The TEC hosted a High
School Counselor’s Breakfast.  The TEC counselor has been hosting tours for high school students – Olathe Alternative
HS program, Lansing Alternative HS program, Insight Schools, Turner HS (entire 10th grade class), Special Education
groups from Harmon HS and Washington HS.   College Fairs attended include:  Shawnee Mission East HS, Olathe Public
Schools, and Blue Valley Alternative HS.   College Application Events at Wyandotte HS and Washington HS.  
Presentation to three high school Career and Life Planning classes at Harmon HS.  Member of the FL Schlagle HS site
council, monthly meetings.  The Career Pathways Consortium of Wyandotte and Leavenworth Counties met in December
and February at KCKCC.  In addition to renewing individual agreements with high school districts, new statewide high
school articulation agreements have been added to the KSDE website.  The consortium is in the planning process to host
Regional Joint Advisory Committees again this spring.    KCKCC-TEC has hosted four middle school career awareness
events for Kansas City Kansas and Lansing – students spend 7 minutes per rotation doing hands-on activities and are
able to experience about 15 program areas during their two hours at the event.    The TEC counselor has been recruiting
and providing informational presentations to:  Schlagle, Piper, Turner, Bonner Springs, Basehor-Linwood, Tonganoxie,
Lansing, and Wyandotte High Schools.  Tours of the TEC included:  USD 500 Administrators, Boy’s Transition Home,
Hope Street Academy, Harmon High School, Overland Pathways (transitional home), and Lawrence Free State High
School.  The Career Pathways Consortium of Wyandotte and Leavenworth Counties met in May at KCKCC.  KCKCC and
Leavenworth Pubic Schools formalized an agreement to expand career and technical education courses for the
Leavenworth community.  The partnership utilizes an existing Leavenworth Schools facility to strengthen the focus on
career and college readiness by allowing high school students to enroll in college-level courses and pursue
industry-recognized certifications while utilizing SB155.  KCKCC – Pioneer Career Center program offerings may include
Building and Property Maintenance; Computer Repair; Construction Technology; Culinary Arts; Electrical; Health Careers,
HVAC; and Office Assistant.  Warren Middle School in Leavenworth sent 215 students to participate in the middle school
career awareness event.  The TEC Counselor:  Attended monthly meetings as a member of the FL Schlagle High School
Site Council. Toured the TEC for Leavenworth HS counselors (4), Atchison Alternative HS (8), Topeka HS (12), and
Harvest of Hope Leadership Academy (30).  Presented to Washington HS juniors and seniors (90).  Participated in the
Basehor-Linwood Middle School Career Fair, Open Eyes Event at Washington HS, Financial Aid Event with USD 500. 
Co-coordinated the Warren Middle School Career Awareness Event at TEC. A team of TEC representatives attended the
iBuild Showcase—an annual construction industry career event held every spring; inviting thousands of students to
actively connect with over 200 construction and business related trades, architecture and engineering firms. 
Approximately 2,000 students from many different school districts visited the TEC booth and received information on the
construction-related programs offered at KCKCC-TEC.    

   

6. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support career and technical student
organizations?

Yes

State leadership funds provide support for state advisors for each Career Technical Student Organizations (CTSOs) and
related student organization activities. Student members gain career skills through participation in Citizenship Day; local
chapter, state, and national CTSO conferences; and individual CTSO specific leadership training.Citizenship Day is a
Joint leadership activity between all CTSO’s, and then they present a program to the Kansas State Board of Education.    
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SkillsUSA Kansas State Conference is an annual event. In April 2015 we hosted 947 students and advisors. Once
students and advisors registered, they toured the Business and Industry TechSpo. Some TechSpo Career and Job Fair
participants are Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community College, Northwest Kansas Technical College, and
Kansas Works.SkillsUSA hosted Michael Botts as the Keynote speaker. He served under President Ronald Regan as
Presidential Guard. He charged the students to reach out and take advantage of their opportunities. If they fall down, they
are required to get up.  SkillsUSA Kansas also hosted the annual live auction raising $1,570.00 for scholarships.In 60
leadership and skills contests offered, business and industry judged 997 contestants overall.Gold medalists will move on
to compete at the National level in June 2015.    

Business Professionals of America (BPA) held leadership activities for over 1,000 students that attended the Fall Delegate
Assembly for local chapter officers and advisors to learn leadership skills, and their State and National Leadership
Conferences to compete in their skill areas against students from other states.There were 57 Ambassador Award
recipients from all over Kansas.An Ambassador is defined as "a diplomatic official of the highest rank appointed and
accredited as representative of the organization."    

DECA: Marketing, Management, and Entrepreneurship helps students to prepare for business related careers and
competitions with their Fall Career Development Conference.DECA students then compete in their skill areas at their state
conference and can qualify to attend the DECA International Career Development Conference, which includes students
from Puerto Rico, China, Canada, Germany, and the United States.DECA has taught leadership skills to about 1,100 plus
students that attended during FY 2015.    

LEAs applying for an approved program through the automated pathways system (CPPSA) must identify CTSO chapter
affiliation as part of the application.Kansas is exploring the idea of a Kansas Scholar award including membership in a
CTSO as one of the required events.    

The Kansas FFA Organization (FFA) starts the year off with three conferences for chapter leaders and district officers to
organize their district activities for the year as well as building their teams.The state officers develop their presentations
and attend workshops while receiving coaching and feedback about their leadership skills from KSDE, past officers, and
industry leaders.One of the highlights of the program was the district officers receiving a two hour intensive agriculture
literacy training. This year there were 41 district officers representing 33 Kansas FFA HS Chapters that attended.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,600 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 132 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 132 high schools across the state.    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders (SCCL), Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver
Conferences, and the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all providedopportunities for FFA officers and members to
focus on individual leadership skill development and activities.Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, Animal Health International, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate past State FFA
Officers.Over 150 FFA members attended the intense 24-hour conferences, Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver, as well as
41 District FFA Officers from seven districts.The SCCL had 280 FFA Chapter Leaders from all 49 Chapters across
Kansas.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    

All KSDE EPCs collaborate with officers and students to host and participate in an annual joint leadership training
conference to learn about being an officer for state and local CTSO chapters by guiding approximately 36 members
through the yearly program of work.In addition, there is a training day for all newly-elected CTSO State Officers.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    
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EPC collaborates with National Professional Leaders/ FBLA office and all local advisors to facilitate the State Leadership
Conference, and two National Leadership Conferences throughout the school year.These conferences are two and
four-day conferences that include seminars on leadership, team building and general personality development.There are
also competitive events to focus and improve the skills of the over 200 students that attend.    

SkillsUSA Kansas Fall Leadership Conference is a 2-day conference to help build leadership skills for students who are
members in their local SkillsUSA Chapters. SkillsUSA prides itself in the “Program of Work” program. These programs
include activities such as Professional Development, Community Service, Employment, Ways and Means (Fundraising),
SkillsUSA Ch  

7. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support career and technical education
programs that offer experience in, and understanding of, all aspects of an industry for which students are
preparing to enter? 

Yes

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.  State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.  Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.  Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.  Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.  KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.     

Many secondary CTE and academic instructors, guidance and career counselors, and administrators participated in
business and industry externships relative to their specific content areas through funds made available with the Perkins IV
local applications and the competitive Perkins Reserve Funds. The externship participants updated technical skills,
recognized needed curriculum revisions, and gained technology skills used in the workplace.  This professional
development is a local option that is dependent upon resources.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

KSDE program consultants attend national level conferences and webinars to stay current in their program areas.  KSDE
staff members serve in leadership roles in professional organizations at local, state, and national levels.    

EPC led the Manufacturing cluster revision process with 10 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 3 college
representatives, and 3 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. A few courses were added and deleted to ultimately blend the two pathways,
Production and Maintenance, into one pathway with two strands to help the smaller schools that did not have the
ability/resources to offer both full pathways.    
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More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference, held July 26th – 29th, 2015.  The KACTE Summer conference was
presented by the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate
sessions; a state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was
organized by KSDE, focusing on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two days were planned
by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The “Four Cs”; communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity are
popular topics in education. The focus of this session is creativity, and how we can create a classroom where students are
more likely to truly be creative. It’s not easy. The road to a classroom where students become skilled inventors of ideas
and products is both organized and unpredictable. It is full of surprises, conflict, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The creative classroom is also a never-boring journey toward high engagement and brilliance.  The
conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills,
technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green technologies.   All presentations were posted to the KSDE
website post-conference.     

KSDE staff organized and presented three CTE Drive-In Workshops across Kansas this fall for each cluster as well as
CTE Coordinators.  Through these regional workshops, KSDE staff provided Pathways technical assistance, Kansas CTE
updates and news, and professional development. CTE Coordinators, teachers and administrators attended these
workshops.  Training on various components of all Career Clusters and Development of Pathways were provided to all
who attended.  These training opportunities were provided to improve the understanding of Career Clusters and the
development and content of each Pathway.    

Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.  This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

Several EPCs provided funding to schools for a Microsoft Academy Program Grant.  The funding for this grant was set at
a maximum of $5,000.    This opportunity provided technical assistance where applicable to schools focused on improving
students’ knowledge and skills in business and information technology through the Microsoft Academy.  The awardees
were also given several opportunities to collaborate with post-secondary institutions, programs and faculty aligned with
the Microsoft Academy Program    

EPC provided several Professional Development opportunities to high school instructors: LPSS full-day Workshop,    

Small Engine Workshop, Welding Workshops, OSHA Training Workshop, Electrical Workshop, and a Rafters Workshop. 
There were 19 high school instructors in attendance, and they were eligible for a combined total of $9,500. This
professional development will ultimately serve all schools and students offering/taking these courses.    

EPC provided the opportunity for all high schools to submit a grant application that would provide funding for schools to
purchase new, innovative equipment for their programs within any of the following pathways:  transportation,
manufacturing, construction, or LPSS.  The grants went to twenty schools, both large and small districts.    

An annual auto skills competition sponsored and judged by reps from Ford Motor Company and AAA. Students qualify by
passing a written test. About 100 students took the written qualifying exam in April.  Ten teams of two students each
qualified for the hands-on competition in April, and the winning teams competed at the national competition in June. 
Twenty students competed in the finals this year.  This is unfortunately the last year for this competition.    
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Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and
disseminated to colleagues in the field.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported.    

John Deere and Harley Davidson instructors/directors at Fort Scott Community College have been visiting with
dealerships during the year to help expand the internship network and recruit new dealers.   Students visited various
equipment dealers, manufactures, and repair centers to gain experience in all aspects of industry related to CTE
programs.  Nursing students participate in clinical at area hospitals and nursing facilities.  Business and agricultural
students participate in field study experiences and HVAC students participate in field study experiences and complete
internships within the industry    

80% of the colleges are participating in the Employer Engagement Initiative which is a tiered level system to recognize
employer involvement in CTE programs.   Many colleges have expanded their business partnerships over the last year,
and our goal is to have all colleges participating by the end of the year.     
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At NCK Tech, mock interviews were held for heavy equipment, Info Technology, with advisory board members assisting. 
Weld and Ag Tech had student competitions on campus in the spring.  Students in Diesel Technology, Electrical
Technology, Welding, Plumbing, Heating and Air, Bricklaying and Heavy Equipment went on internship during the end of
the spring semester. Students secured approved positions with business and industry across the state.      

Pratt CC hosted a number of industry leaders to discuss industry expectations and requirements for CTE students in their
industry. Highlighted specifically will be speakers from Farm and Ranch Management, Ag Power Technology, Automotive
Technology, Electrical Power Technology, and Solar Power Technology.  Update:  NuStar, Eddy’s Toyota, KS
Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism, FHSU – ag programs, Oklahoma State Univ – ag programs, KS Depart of
Transportation, BTI, Reh Chevrolet, Lanterman Ford, Wagner Auto Body, Star Seed Co, Cargill, Pratt County Extension
and STAR Seeds all participated.    

NCKTC is encouraging and providing students the opportunity to obtain industry certifications within chosen field of study: 
Diesel students have taken the MACS certification.  HVAC, Electrical, Welding and Carpentry have taken the Fork Lift
training certification course. First year Respiratory Therapy students have taken the BLS certification.  Second year
students have taken the ACLS and NRP certifications.  Students in Welding have taken the NCCER certification.
Respiratory Therapy students have taken the CRT exam.  Students in Auto Tech, Diesel, and Collision Repair have taken
the ASE End of Program Testing.  Communication Technology students have taken the SCTE certification.    

Pratt CC facilitated site visits for students to various locations within our service area to visit with industry representatives
and tour their facilities. Highlighted specifically will be visits to utility companies, automotive repair facilities, agricultural
machinery production facilities, agricultural products production facilities and processing plants, and solar power
installations.  Update:  Southwest Trucks Machine Shop, Waco Davis Shop, Kanza Coop, main Street Vet, Pratt Feeders,
KS Department of Wildlife Park & Tourism, Diesel Control Technicials, harry’s Machine Works, Foley Equipment, Pratt
County NRCS office, K-State Research & Extension and Pratt Feeders.    

John Deere (Ag Tech) Program and Harley Davidson (Motorcycle Technology).  Nursing students participate in clinical at
area hospitals and nursing facilities.  Business and agricultural students participate in field study experiences and HVAC
students participate in field study experiences and complete internships within the industry.    

Labette CC continues to provide students access to labor market statistics, trends, and job requirements, and continues to
provide students with resources and activities to view horizontal and vertical career ladders to broaden career horizons. 
LCC continues to incorporate training on employability skills needed for career mobility and success into curriculum
addition to providing students with experience in and understanding of all aspects of an industry, which may include
work-based learning experiences in one or more CTE disciplines.  LCC continues to assist in providing opportunities for
students to develop training in career technical areas, and will provide collaborative learning projects that serve the
community and introduce students to the world of work.  LCC continues to seek qualified business/industry professionals
as adjunct faculty which has proven extremely successful.  LCC will promote students to participate in the SkillsUSA or
other CTE organizations that provide opportunities for student activities/experience with business/industry.     
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All programs at NWKTC have scheduled their fall advisory meeting on November 13th. The regional SKILLS USA
meeting was held in Goodland on Sept. 5th with all departments attending.  SKILLS leadership training was held Sept.
October 14-15 in Augusta. The Cosmetology program has had presentations from: A representative OPI Artificial Nails by
Debbie Wensom on Sept. 3rd, skin care and make-up classes by Katilyn Coon on Sept. 10th.  CSI has had several
presenters as part of a professional lectures series including: Mike Hopper, Kansas Dept of Wildlife and Parks, Sean
O'Brien supervisory special agent with FBI and director of the rocky mountain computer forensics lab in centennial Co, Lt.
Josh McQuitty KHP, Doug Whitson former Sherman County Sheriff.  Chief Cliff Couch GOODLAND Pd Tony Rodriguez,
Undersheriff in Cheyenne County, Doug Whitson and Dr. Mills will speak on the Kidder Massacre on Sept. 8th, CSI
students toured the Kit Carson County Correctional Facility on August 22nd.  Amy Hanley from the KS Attorney General’s
office spoke to the CSI program on Sept. 23rd.  On December 14th ,the CSI program had Jacob Brooke, K-9 Handler and
his dog, from the Department of Wildlife and Parks presented on evidence recovery. On Jan. 21st, Travis Belden and his
dog presented to CSI class on the dogs ability to attack.  February 13th, CSI went on a field trip to Arapahoe County
Medical Examiners Office and the Denver PD crime lab.  Diesel Technology had representatives from Foleys present to
the class on opportunities within the Diesel Field.  On December 5th, Respiratory Therapy had Dr. Rubenthaler present to
class on Ebola and trauma. Jeff Tice from KDOT presented to Diesel class about opportunities to work for the state On
January 28th.  Cheryl Lee from the Sherman County Health department assisted in phlebotomy labs for the Medical
Assistant program.  Debbie Wensom, OPI presented a nail workshop to Cosmetology students on May 4th. CSI had guest
speakers from Kansas Attorneys’ General Prosecutor Nicole Romine present to the class on May 6th.    

At MATC, they are expanding business and industry involvement in career-technical areas of Auto Collision Repair,
Welding and CAD by bringing in more industry speakers and arranging more industry visits.  Also, we implemented two
courses this year, EMP1901 & 1902 on a limited basis, to teach employability skills.  We used student and faculty
feedback from these pilot courses to guide further curriculum development.  No student survey was needed, but we did
find that our initial attempt to standardize the curriculum was not as effective as we hoped.  Additional training will be
provided for any faculty teaching these courses in FY15-16 so that the curriculum remains truly standardized despite a
student’s program affiliation.    

At KCKCC, the Paramedic program will employ a full-time Clinical Coordinator to provide students with a strong
experience in and understanding of all aspects of the industry.  This position will provide clinical support to include
monitoring, scheduling, visitations, tutoring, evaluations, and field internship visitations. During the spring semester, the 19
paramedic students at KCKCC are well involved in their field internship which consists of twenty 24-hour shifts for a total
of 480 hours of field internship. This was accomplished utilizing six Fire and EMS agencies in the Kansas City region.
Students were visited approximately 50% of their field time, some more depending on their progress. Performance
successes and issues were discussed with the student and preceptor during these visits. Student feedback and
performance evaluations were conducted and provided to the course instructor and director. The Clinical Coordinator
worked with the director and staff to begin addressing deficiencies identified from the accreditation site visit. Continued
working with the program’s medical director to secure another surgery clinical site at Kansas University Hospital for use.   

At JCCC:  The Career Development Center offers a variety of resources and services to students about occupational and
training options, employment needs, trends, and wage information. Resources include the Occupational Outlook
Quarterly, publications from the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE) on salary surveys, hiring
projections, and job outlooks, and workforce data from Kansas City’s Mid-America Regional Council (MARC). The Career
Development Center provides a job database, JobLinks, for students, alumni, and employers. There were 856 jobs posted
February 1, 2015 through May 31, 2015. The number of active jobseekers using JobLinks has increased to 3,786. There
were 880 more employers using JobLinks from February 1 through May 31 with a total of 4,030 active employers. In
addition to JobLinks, jobs are forwarded to the appropriate academic programs, posted in the Career Development
Center, and featured on two campus job bulletin boards. Jobs are also tweeted to students following the Career
Development Center Twitter account. During the same timeframe, 65 companies recruited on the JCCC campus.    

     

At JCCC:  The JCCC Sustainability Office is currently working with the Hospitality Management Program to offer applied
sustainability projects for students who plan to work in the hospitality field. Students who choose to participate are given
the opportunity to work with local restaurants to seek eco-friendly solutions related to energy, water, and waste
management. The projects not only provide students with exposure to employers in their chosen field, but they also create
opportunities for students to use their program knowledge and creativity to solve real-world issues for their chosen career
field.    
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Coffeyville Community College provides students with internship and OJT opportunities when appropriate to assist the
student to secure employment in the field.  This is an on-going activity and utilized as needed.  The Career Placement
Counselor works closely with industry HR professionals to help match students with available jobs.  Also, instructors work
closely with area industry leaders to get students into area plants for tours and/or brings industry leaders into the
classroom for guest lectures.   This is an on-going activity.  The Career Placement Counselor has provided much needed
assistance to increase this activity this year.    

     

Cowley College supported advisor expenses to promote involvement in student Career Technical Student Organization,
Phi Beta Lambda.  Accounting instructor, Sarah Mathews will attend all Phi Beta Lambda state and national conferences
in order to increase the ability to promote the development of career skills and provide state and national recognition for
the program and the students.  Also, ten students participated in the 2015 Spring Leadership conference in Chicago, Ill
June 24-28.  Students took part in workshops which covered the topics of leadership, motivation, team building, and other
career specific sessions. Additionally, each student competed in two competitive events.    

Cowley College - Participation in three classes during training at Visions High-Tech Training & Expo allowed instructors to
pass on new methods of diagnosing Toyota and Ford Hybrid systems, Performance Automatic Transmissions, and
AC-Delco Vehicle Network Communications.  Each of these areas were presented to use so we can bring the latest
methods of diagnosis to our students in the upcoming years.  Along with the student enhancement this training fulfilled our
required training for NATEF certification.  Being able to have the information to provide to students about the ever
changing technology is critical for a successful future student to be prepared for the current work force.  Instructors look
forward to providing this new information to our next generation of cutting edge Automotive Technician.     
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Flint Hills Technical College - The Topeka Power Plant Technology class toured Tecumseh Energy Center on Sept. 2nd,
Lawrence Energy Center on Sept. 22nd and Jeffrey Energy Center on Oct. 13th. Students discussed job duties and job
availability with employees and past FHTC students who have been hired to work at these energy centers. Graphic Arts
Technology (GAT) took several field trips during the fall semester, touring Professional Printing of Kansas, Groh Printing,
and Better Life Technology/G Floor Graphics—all companies based out of Emporia.  The GAT program also had a couple
of guest speakers:  Dick Johnson of Kingston Printing out of Eudora, KS and Sam Doty of Stouse out of Gardner, KS. 
The Computer Program Design and Development (CPD) program had LMI Aerospace in Cottonwood Falls, KS, as a
guest speaker.  He is a former student of the CPD program.  Dental Assisting students toured Heumann Dental Lab in
Topeka on Nov 5, 2014.  The Practical Nursing (PN) program has had guest speakers on suicide prevention (September
11) and SOS (November 13) come to speak in their PN CSO meetings.   Guest speakers talking about hospice (Feb 12)
and the HR director from the Health Department (December 11) are scheduled in upcoming months.  The Industrial
Engineering Technology (IET) program has taken field trips to Worlds of Fun in Kansas City (Nov. 6), Kasa Controls in
Salina (Oct. 22), Johnson Controls in Wichita (Oct. 7), and Jeffrey Energy Center in St. Mary’s (Sept. 10).  Dental
Assisting (DNA) students toured the Heuman Dental Lab in Topeka in November, and a Registered Dental Hygienist from
Phillips Corporation, presented a live webinar on Sonicare toothbrushes and oral care products to DNA students.  The
Graphic Arts Technology program conducted industry tours with GTM Sportswear and Kansas State University Printing
Services in Manhattan, KS on February 26th.  A Dental Hygiene (HYG) instructor visited Manhattan Area Technical
College on February 12 to see their HYG program and facilities.   The visit was part of the process of looking at how to
change FHTC’s HYG program to meet the HYG program alignment requirements for KBOR and the specific unique
challenges that FHTC has in making these changes.  The Industrial Engineering Technology program took a tour of the
Bradbury Group in Moundridge, KS (products include roll forming equipment, levelers, and automated production systems
for virtually any roll formed product) on Feb. 26, the Simmons Pet Food plant in Emporia on Feb. 25, the Cargill Animal
Nutrition plant in Emporia on Jan. 28 and the American Eagle distribution center in Ottawa on Jan. 22.  On February 18
IET instructors, an Instructional Design Center Director traveled to Rubbermaid in Winfield to present about potential
online training opportunities for Rubbermaid’s maintenance department.  The IET instructors also talked with Rubbermaid
about the robot that Rubbermaid has donated to FHTC and how to continue implementing its use into the curriculum. The
IET program also hosted a Student Showcase on Dec. 18, 2014.  IET students presented on team projects they had
chosen to help use their electrical and PLC skills in automating a process in the IET lab or elsewhere.  Over 70 industry,
high school and college people came to the Showcase, which included tours of the IET lab after the student presentations
and lunch in the FHTC main campus conference room.  These attendees included representatives from Council Grove
High School, TEC Systems, Greenway Electric, Stanion, Kansa, Young Electric, Camoplast, ACES Controls, Rockwell
Automation, Bradbury, Simmons Pet Food, KCP&L, Detroit Diesel, Big Heart Pet Foods, Westar, Burns & McDowell and
FHTC.  Sondra Van Sickle, Allied Health Coordinator, has been working with the Golden Living Center in Cottonwood
Falls to set up a Certified Nurse Aide course to be delivered there in Chase County.  The first CNA course should be
provided in Chase County starting in March of 2015.  The Network Technology students toured the Newman Regional
Health Information Technology facilities in Emporia on Wednesday, Dec. 3, 2014.  The Practical Nursing and Dental
Assisting & Hygiene programs had the SOS organization come and present to their classes about the services that SOS
provides in domestic violence education and in serving victims.  John Decker, Interactive Multimedia Design instructor,
met with representatives of MT Networks (a Madison, KS, based company) on April 29, 2015.  They talked about possible
internship opportunities for IMD students in the future.  John also worked with the Dirty Kanza Video Production team
many times between March and June to prepare for and shoot pictures/video for the DK 200 (a 200-mile, worldwide
acclaimed gravel bike race that is based in Emporia and the Flint Hills area).  John shot pictures and video throughout the
May 30, 2015 event, and had several of his photographs published in state-wide magazines.  David Budke, Industrial
Engineering Technology (IET) instructor completed an internship with Bradbury Manufacturing in Moundridge, KS from
June 16 -30, working as an electrician.  Bryan Crouch, Graphic Arts Technology (GAT) instructor and President Dean
Hollenbeck presented the Employer Engagement Initiative (EEI) Award to GTM Sportswear in Manhattan on February 26,
2015.  GTM has provided internships, guest speakers and annual facilities tours for GAT students for the past three years,
along with having a design office in Emporia at FHTC’s Sauder Campus.  The company has hired 12 interns over that
time, with 5 of them eventually becoming full-time employees at GTM in Manhattan.  As well, Ron Cahoone,
Computerized Machine Tool Engineering (MTE) instructor, Dr. Hollenbeck, Julie Cooper, Director of Community Outreach
and Steve Loewen, Vice President of Instructional Services, presented the EEI Award to Vektek on February 23.  The
company works closely with the MTE program, employs several program graduates and provides internships for current
students. Vektek has also participated in college-wide career fairs, provided scholarships, served on the MTE program
advisory committee, provided facility tours to instructors and students, and advocated for education at FHTC.  The Power
Plant Technology (PPT) had a variety of connections with those in the utilities industry over the last 4 months.  These
included:  meeting with DL Smith Electric in Topeka about future partnerships on March 16, an April 14 Wolf Creek
Nuclear Operating Corporation (WCNOC) visit to discuss graduates working the spring WCNOC outage, a KEWC
Meeting in Topeka (Energy Industry Consortium) on April 21, having Westar as a guest speaker and doing a follow-up
meeting to discuss Moodle development on April 28, participating in the Tech Career Fair in Topeka as a guest of the
NAACP on May 9, having a May 12 meeting with Westar Distribution in Emporia and doing a phone conference with
several energy partners regarding the EIF course on May 13.  On March 3, Delta Dental provided the PANDA (Prevention
of Abuse and Neglect through Dental Awareness) presentation and “Sticks” provided the BACA (Bikers Against Child
Abuse) presentation to the Dental Assisting students.   The Dental Hygiene instructors had a number of guest speakers,
tours and presentations as part of the HYG coursework.  These included:  presentation to students on March 4, Kansas
Dental Board presentation on March 11, a March 25 Delta Dental – Coding Insurance presentation, Kansas Dental
Hygiene Association presentations to students on April 1, an April 20 presentation from Lyon County Drug Enforcement
Officer, UMKC Degree Completion Program, presentation to students via Skype in May.    
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At FHTC, nine programs have students involved in some sort of work-based experience during the fall.   These programs
include Business Administrative Technology, Network Technology, Dental Assisting, Interactive Multimedia Design (IMD),
Certified Nurse Aide, Health Occupations Technology, Computerized Machine Tool Engineering, Dental Hygiene, and
Practical Nursing.  In all, 123 students were participants in these work-based courses in the fall semester—exactly the
same number of students as the year before.  One IMD student, Sage Gorman, completed an internship with the United
Way of the Flint Hills. Sage created a promotional video for the organization. The internship with the United Way has been
established to be available for IMD students each year in the future.  

8. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support partnerships between education and
business, or business intermediaries, including cooperative education and adjunct faculty arrangements at the
secondary and postsecondary levels? 

Yes

ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.  State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.  Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.  Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.  Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.  KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.     

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.  These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.  These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.  They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference, held July 26th – 29th, 2015.  The KACTE Summer conference was
presented by the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate
sessions; a state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was
organized by KSDE, focusing on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two days were planned
by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The “Four Cs”; communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity are
popular topics in education. The focus of this session is creativity, and how we can create a classroom where students are
more likely to truly be creative. It’s not easy. The road to a classroom where students become skilled inventors of ideas
and products is both organized and unpredictable. It is full of surprises, conflict, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The creative classroom is also a never-boring journey toward high engagement and brilliance.  The
conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills,
technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green technologies.   All presentations were posted to the KSDE
website post-conference.     

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.  The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.  Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned
with business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.  KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.  The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    
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Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.  This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

The FCCLA Take Aim Conference provides leadership training to 550 students by teaching them about incorporating
national programs, appropriate social networking, and the STAR (competitive) events.    

KSDE EDC participated in Technology Student Association (TSA) monthly board meetings. Along with Kansas TSA Board
Members and associated schools, the EDC planned activities to promote leadership and recruitment, reviewed the
funding processes, governance and guidance.  Activities and events are facilitated to benefit all TSA schools throughout
the state.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.  National RWDC personnel, along with various business and
industry support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.   Students participated in the design
and development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

EPC, TSA Board Members, Carolyn Cole (KS lead) and business and industry partners collaborated to provide student
technology contests, meetings, and social activities for about 300 students with 26 schools represented from around the
state at the Technology Student Association Annual Conference (TSA).   This annual competition conference is where
students compete in their chosen events to qualify for the National Competition. Three TSA State Leadership conferences
for teamwork and personal skills served TSA student leaders/officers as well. Kansas State University and Fort Hays
State University also joined in development of all of these conferences.    

An annual auto skills competition sponsored and judged by reps from Ford Motor Company and AAA. Students qualify by
passing a written test. About 100 students took the written qualifying exam in April.  Ten teams of two students each
qualified for the hands-on competition in April, and the winning teams competed at the national competition in June. 
Twenty students competed in the finals this year.  This is unfortunately the last year for this competition.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     
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Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders (SCCL), Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver
Conferences, and the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all provided  opportunities for FFA officers and members
to focus on individual leadership skill development and activities.  Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill
Meat Solutions, Animal Health International, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate past State
FFA Officers.  Over 150 FFA members attended the intense 24-hour conferences, Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver, as
well as 41 District FFA Officers from seven districts.  The SCCL had 280 FFA Chapter Leaders from all 49 Chapters
across Kansas.    

The Kansas FFA Convention registered over 1,600 plus FFA members, parents, guests and sponsors throughout out the
activities from 132 FFA Chapter across the state to grow their leadership knowledge, participate in Leadership Career
Development events that will qualify them for National FFA Career Development events, and conduct organizational
business.  In addition, the members have the opportunity to participate in six sessions packed with motivational speakers
on leadership and agriculture.  EPC collaborates with Kansas State University College of Agriculture, Kansas Department
of Agriculture, Local members and advisors from 132 high schools across the state.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 250 staff and students  

9. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support the improvement or development of new
career and technical education courses and initiatives, including career clusters, career academies, and distance
education? 

Yes

Kansas FFA State Conference for Chapter Leaders, Kansas FFA Leader Lab and Stand and Deliver Conferences, and
the Kansas FFA District Officers Conference all provided  opportunities for FFA officers and members to focus on
individual leadership skill development and activities.  Collaborative partners in these events include Cargill Meat
Solutions, KSU College of Agriculture, the CHS Foundation and immediate past State FFA Officers.  Over 150 FFA
members attended these intense 24 hour conferences as well as 41 District FFA Officers from 7 districts.    

Our web-based system, Career Pathways Program of Study Application (CPPSA), is consistently being improved with
updates and suggestions from the district users and KSDE staff.  Annually, LEAs submit program information to show
continuous improvement of their Pathway’s programs.  We are moving towards the option of not updating annually with an
approved 3 year Improvement Plan in the pathway.   Maintenance of an approved pathway may include the
addition/deletion of courses in the CTE sequence; updated advisory committee membership, and the three-year
Improvement plan that reflects advisory committee recommendations; active articulation agreements; and programs of
study (POS). There were 9% more new Pathway applications implemented in the Spring of 2015 than the previous year. 
State consultants and the Pathways Help Desk provide technical assistance to users to navigate the CPPSA and respond
to program improvements for implementation of CTE pathways POS.    
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ACTE Region V Conference is a regional level conference on pathways with participants/presenters from across region V
states.  State level representation and collaboration achieved through a variety panels and roundtable groups to work on
key issues common among CTE.  Collaborative efforts made to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and
agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of pathways for secondary and post-secondary students.  Approximately
150 educators attended this conference hosted by Kansas Association for CTE (KACTE) with nearly every state in Region
V represented.  Several school districts in Kansas sent administrators and teachers.  KSDE staff presented a keynote and
several breakout sessions.     

EPC led the Manufacturing cluster revision process with 10 high school instructors, 1 high school administrator, 3 college
representatives, and 3 business and industry representatives.  The committee looked at what was working within the
cluster and what needed changing. A few courses were added and deleted to ultimately blend the two pathways,
Production and Maintenance, into one pathway with two strands to help the smaller schools that did not have the
ability/resources to offer both full pathways.    

The KSDE maintains policies that reflect a progressive, challenging agenda that seek to ensure that CTE’s contributions
and potentials are realized.  The policy motions ensure that all students will achieve challenging academic and technical
standards and be prepared for high-skill, high-wage or high-demand occupations in current or emerging professions by
improving high school completion and the transitions to and success in postsecondary degree or credentialing programs. 
Policy motion two specifically states, “Adopt integrated core content standards with CTE Career Cluster Pathways utilizing
the 21st Century Skills as the organizing principle” and policy motion six specifically states “Expect that all students enter
secondary-level studies prepared to succeed in project-based, contextual learning activities that prepare them for further
education and training that meet rigorous academic and technical standards.”  Through the implementation of new
Kansas standards in mathematics and literature, which promotes student learning through lessons and activities that
utilize high knowledge and high application (Quadrant D Adaptation), school districts are beginning to demonstrate higher
levels of CTE/academic blending as part of their pathway and academic courses to meet these to policy motions.    

The Computer Science Engineering pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.  The number of course offerings
in four Ag. pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.  KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their
respective clusters/pathways provide periodic updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant
pathway choices.    

Hutchinson Career and Technical Education Academy partners with Hutchinson Community College to ensure that
students advance toward college graduation sooner and with industry recognized certifications. This partnership ensures
that students do not repeat learning outcomes resulting in a significant savings in college tuition. The partnership between
HCTEA and HCC also benefits students in the areas of instructor expertise and state of the art equipment.    

Through guidance of the Office of Career Technical and Adult Education (OCTAE) KSDE, LEAs, post-secondary
institution partners, and multiple business and industry members work together to design, develop and implement a strong
foundation to support any CTE pathway using the 10 framework components developed by the Rigorous Program Of
Study (RPOS). Through district and state level support, providing needed resources to teachers, organizing programs of
study to include post-secondary level courses, and planning for future course offerings, the RPOS project had built a
model Individual Program of Study (IPS) for other Kansas LEAs to reproduce and use within their own pathway design. 
Dissemination of these IPS documents and resources are available on the Career Ready Kansas web site, crk.ksde.org,
and the KSDE Career Technical Education web site.  Any and all of the developed resources and IPS samples are posted
for any education institutions to view and use.  Intent over the next few years is to also increase the number of rigorous
pathway opportunities available to Kansas students and expand the number of new course offerings to meet the demands
of business and industry.    

FY15 Competitive Reserve Fund grants provided over 200 opportunities for teachers and LEA’s to attend a variety of
professional development opportunities, participate in curriculum development, purchase of current industry level
resources and collaborate with post-secondary and businesses in their region. Through the application process, it was
strongly encouraged and supported to include academic teachers and counselors to ensure that integration of rigorous
academics at all levels was part of the improvement process.  Through partnerships with teachers, business, parents and
other in the community, these grants helped to build stronger and more relevant pathways for students within the LEAs.    
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Education Program Consultants (EPC) attended and presented in the National Career Pathway Network (NCPN)
Conference on October 12 – 14, 2014 in Orlando, FL.  This is a National level conference on pathways with
participants/presenters from across the US and abroad.  There was State level representation and collaboration through a
variety panels and roundtable groups to work on key issues common among CTE.  The conference involved collaborative
efforts to bring secondary, post-secondary, business/industry and agencies together to discuss CTE and the use of
pathways for secondary students.  Attendees attended other presentations, lectures and skill development sessions in
their respective areas of expertise, as well as general sessions that spoke to career guidance for students, and
collaboration with business and industry.   Approximately 23  teachers, administrators, counselors, staff and KSDE
personnel were in attendance from school districts across the State of Kansas, which was reduced from previous years to
offer more cost effective dissemination to school districts across the State of Kansas..  Presenters from Kansas school
districts, KSDE and other agencies participated in the conference.  Meetings with nine other states on issues concerning
CTE, SB155 and career/college readiness were organized and participation was encouraged by all states.    

KSDE staff updated the Career Cluster Guidance Handbook for all teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors to
assist in the local development of Programs of Study (POS).  The document consists of 36 Cluster/Pathway Design
Sheets, definitions, POS template, course crossover matrix, and additional information needed to select and implement
pathways programs of study at the local level.  The current year handbook is available as well as the handbook for the
2016 – 17 school year was updated early to aide in planning for any new pathways.  This year even more help documents
were included to aide districts in all aspects of their pathways system maintenance, funding, and KSDE policies.    

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.  These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.  These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.  They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference in Nashville was attended in
November 2014 by five KSDE consultants and leadership.  This National conference on Career and Technical Education
covers pedagogy, trends, business standards, continuing education and guidance for students.  The group learned from
other peer states how they are improving CTE through breakouts, collaborating, networking in their areas.   Consultants
attended presentations, lectures and training in their respective areas, as well as general sessions that spoke broadly to
the CTE movement across the nation.   Approximately 70 teachers, administrators and KSDE personnel were in
attendance from across the State of Kansas.  National and state data were compared in relation to content delivered and
disseminated to colleagues in the field.    

The Computer Science Engineering pathway was newly developed for Kansas’ schools.  The number of course offerings
in four Ag. pathways were adjusted to better reflect industry needs.  KSDE staff and KACCTE members representing their
respective clusters/pathways provide periodic updates to KACCTE during the year as they continue to maintain relevant
pathway choices.    

The National Project Lead The Way (PLTW) Assessments Team made up of selected national teachers/leaders from
PLTW schools and Kansas Educational Program Consult (EPC), led Kansas State Leaders in building appropriate
standards connectivity, guidance, and assessment processes for PLTW.  All guidance developed will benefit all 133 active
Kansas PLTW schools.    

Coffeyville CC purchased the Chief Architect software - installed and utilized in the Construction computer lab for
Construction program students to meet course competencies for NCCER certification purposes.  Purchase Allen Bradley
5000 Series PLC software for the Electrical Technology program to utilize in the Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)
class.  The 5000 series will allow students to train on current software found in industry.        

At Cowley College, enhance the Child Care and Development library by adding tools designed around the latest scientific
early brain development research; this year-round program focuses on enhancing the simple joy of childhood while
equipping caregivers to nurture curiosity through exploration. Frog Street Toddler, created by Dr. Pam Schiller,
incorporates Dr. Becky Bailey’s Conscious Discipline and includes 52 weeks of activity choices specifically created for
children ages 18-36 months.    
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Washburn Institute of Technology hired a part-time professional to directly assist technical programs with program
improvement. This includes aligning instruction with business’ needs, ensuring professional technical standards are met in
the classroom, assisting with credentials assessment, program review and other duties directly related to improvement of
Perkins approved technical programs.   Update:  Kathy has been a great asset to Washburn Tech and has been
instrumental in a number of partnerships that have benefited the students in our Perkins programs. These partnerships
include but are not limited to: Mars Chocolate of North America, TRANE, Snap-On, Case Construction, and Burlington
Norther Santa Fe Railroad.  Kathy has also helped us to successfully write several state grant applications that have
resulted in new equipment for several of the programs.      

At Cowley College, further the development of a modern video library for the Criminal Justice program.  Cowley’s Criminal
Justice Department has a Student Patrol Program that has need for visual training aids so students can learn important
safety procedures and techniques    

Karen Christy, Computer Program Design and Development (CPD) faculty member, completed the work on the 4-credit
hour CPD 121 Game Design and Development Research course so that it is ready for online delivery for the fall of 2015. 
Barb Evans and Steve Howe, Emergency Services Technology instructors, and Jessica Dhority, Instructional Design
Center (IDC) curriculum developer, finished the work to make the EMS 104 Advanced Emergency Medical Technician
course a hybrid delivered course.  The EMS 104 course was delivered in the of spring 2015 semester in this hybrid format
and 7 students completed it.  John Decker, Interactive Multimedia Design (IMD) instructor, rewrote the curriculum for IMD
150 A and O Photoshop for Multimedia, due to a textbook change. As well, the IMD 150 course was formatted so that it
will be available online for the first time in the Fall of 2015.  IMD 125 O Digital Storytelling will once again be online in the
Fall of 2015. IMD 180 O Interactive Multimedia I and 185 O Introduction to Instructional Training Design were designed to
be delivered online, beginning in the Spring of 2016.  Monica Graves, Dental Assisting instructor, revised the DNA105
Dental Materials I course to provide curriculum to both DNA and Dental Hygiene (HYG) students simultaneously in the
new course HYG111 Dental Materials and the DNA112 Dental Radiology to provide curriculum to both DNA and HYG
students simultaneously in the new course HYG110 Dental Radiography.  Sondra VanSickle, Allied Health Coordinator,
and Kim Dhority, IDC Director, collaborated to put the CED 135 Medication Aide Update course into an online format so
that it can be delivered that way in the near future.  Kyle Sumpter, Network Technology instructor, developed curriculum
for the NET 280 and 282 Cisco Network Administration I and II courses.  Brian Romano, Hospitality/Culinary Arts (HCA)
instructor, completed work on content for the HCA 231 Hospitality Supervision & Marketing (to be renamed to Hospitality
Restaurant Management & Leadership in the coming year) and the HCA 242 Advanced Cuisine Lab II courses.  David
Budke and Chris Wilson, Industrial Engineering Technology (IET) instructors, completed coursework on IET 216 Climate
Controls and IET 120 Electrical Troubleshooting respectively.  Ben Coltrane, Power Plant Technology (PPT) instructor,
developed the curriculum for the PPT 226 PPT Internship and TCH 243 Introduction to Wind Energy classes.  Jeff
Devilbiss and Rick Vilander, PPT instructors, also finished the curriculum on a variety of PPT courses during the spring
semester.    

The General Education courses at FHTC provided a variety of occupationally-connected activities within the curriculum of
the course.  Writing for the Technical Professions (one way to meet the written communications degree requirement) is
modeled after the Business Administrative Technology (BAT) Business Communication course.  It provides a variety of
business related assignments as students work on honing their writing skills.  The Interpersonal Communications
curriculum deals with getting along with others in their personal life and/or on the job.  They have several discussion
boards throughout the semester on “What would you do if this happened at work?”  English Composition I has several
assignments that deal with relating the writing assignment to a work situation.  Public Speaking allows students to do their
various types of speeches through the relaying of program or student organization information.  In example, one BAT
student did a speech on Phi Beta Lambda (PBL) and how it would help her in her job.  Anatomy and Physiology and
Biology relate directly to the curriculum in the Health and Human Services programs, and the Physical Science course
contains many of the principles found in Technology Division programs.      
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At KCKCC:  The Programmable Logic Controllers curriculum is a valuable skill set that manufacturers are demanding.
The Electrical advisory committee recommended PLC training because it is directly related to troubleshooting in a majority
of companies. Students receive lecture and hands-on training with the PLC trainers.  The Panel Bugging Kit allows for
introducing problems that require logic and troubleshooting to solve.  Each Fire Academy (Hazmat Awareness, Hazmat
Operations, Firefighter I, and Firefighter II) student is required by the state to undergo Interior Live Fire Training prior to
being eligible for certification. Prior to receiving the Quantifit Respirator Fit Test which measures the seal of the mask to
the individuals face, the method used to measure if the individual had a proper seal relied on the ability of the individual’s
ability to smell a substance and then accurately report that smell. Since the ability to smell is totally subjective, and some
individuals lack that sense completely, we believed the old method to be unsafe for our students and staff. The Quantifit
Respirator Fit Test is used on approximately 50 students and 12 employees per semester each year.   Smoke Machine: 
The KCKCC Fire Academy has a small metal house on the campus that is used for search and rescue training. There are
approximately 50 students each semester who are trained in the proper techniques for saving someone in a smoke filled
environment. Most importantly, the students are taught to save themselves if they were to become trapped by fallen
debris. With the use of inert smoke through the smoke machine the instructors are able to take time with the student and
train them to stay calm and work through the situation. This could never be accomplished using a live fire situation.  
Chlorine Emergency Kit, Level A Hazardous Material Protection Suits (5):  The Fire Science program added a Hazardous
Materials Technician course to the curriculum for state certification. The state requires the students to be tested on
stopping a leak from a chlorine tank. The Chlorine Emergency Kit has all of the required tools needed for the students to
practice as well as to take the state certification test. The test is taken while wearing full protection from any chemical spill
or release (Level A suits). There were 50 students who attended the course and took the state certification. The course
had a 100% pass rate for state certification.   The Medical Assistant program is expanding the enrollment capacity. The
equipment is necessary to demonstrate and provide a realistic learning environment in laboratory simulations and training
and will increase the learning opportunities by allowing students more practice time on the required psychomotor skills of
the program. It is vital that the program show there is adequate equipment available for the students to actively participate
in skills activities when the CAAHEP accreditation site visit occurs next year.  The Advance Patient Training Arm is used
in Respiratory Therapy Lab. The arm simulates arterial blood flow with a pulse. Students practice arterial blood specimen
collection with the arm using current arterial blood gases specimen kits. Once students demonstrate satisfactory lab
proficiency on the arm, they are able to collect arterial blood gases specimens with supervision in clinical settings.   The
milling machine arrived and is being used for hands-on lab work in the Machine Technology program.  The cardiac
monitor arrived and is being used in the Paramedic training laboratory.     

NCKTC developed and implemented curriculum for implementation of a robotic welder in Welding Technology with
support from business and industry.  The robotic course received input from the Welding advisory committee and students
were taught the basics in robotic welding during the spring semester. Students were able to practice using the robotic
welder and write programs for the welder.    

KCKCC:  Update program content by purchasing and incorporating relevant instructional materials, resources, and
software (Accounting, Culinary Arts, Medical Assistant & Welding)    

 Accounting                                          GAAP Resource Manual, IFRS Resource Manual, Sarbanes-Oxley Act Manual    

Building & Property Maintenance     Construction Estimating Software    

Culinary Arts                                        Tagine Pots (4), Spaetzle Lid & Scraper (4), Wok w/Lid (4), Sausage Stuffer    

Medical Assistant                              ICD-10 Coding Books    

Welding ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Manual    

The GAAP, IFRS and Sarbanes Oxley resource manuals will be part of a resource library being created for Accounting
students. The resources will expose students to the breadth of accounting principles and the future of accounting in the
global environment and the opportunity to research how to record specific accounting events.  The Woks/Lids, Spaetzle
lids and scrapers, tagine pots, and sausage stuffer are located in the Culinary classroom.  The ICD-10 coding books and
the Newborn Baby Doll Patient Care Simulator are located in the Medical Assistant classroom.  The ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Manual will be used in the welding classroom to demonstrate how this particular welding code is
referenced during welding as it would be used in industry.    
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At JCCC:  The Marketing Management Program partnered with Emfluence and implemented email marketing (digital
marketing) software into curriculum.  Faculty were trained and Emfluence user certified.  Knowledge and classroom use of
this in-demand marketing software will help students become more employable. The Marketing Management Program
partnered with the Kansas City Direct Marketing Association (KCDMA) to host a full day conference that provided direct
marketing education and connected non-profit organizations with students and faculty.  This conference was such a
success that KCDMA has asked to make it an annual event.  A half-day networking event was also held to connect
marketing professionals with students and faculty.  In addition to educating students and faculty on appropriate networking
practices, several student job interviews resulted from this event.  This is another successful event that industry partners
have requested that will continue to be offered twice during the academic year.  Speakers presented to students and
faculty on topics such as digital marketing, email marketing career success, hot to get ideas adopted, entrepreneurial
marketing, and developing ePortfolios. Faculty, students, and industry worked together to develop marketing materials for
the program to provide “real world assignments” to students.    

At JCCC:  As JCCC develops new initiatives related to institutional effectiveness as governed by the Higher Learning
Commission, the college is making a concerted effort to integrate career and technical education program needs and
emphasize the importance of the contributions that CTE makes to the institution’s mission.  To ensure that the interests
and needs of CTE programs are considered, the Dean, Career & Technical Education Transitions will serve on the
Academic Quality Improvement Program Steering Committee. The Steering Committee will make recommendations to the
President’s Cabinet and support the implementation of those projects.  Update:  The academic master plan provides a
framework for the ongoing analysis of the college’s academic and support programs and both reflects and demonstrates
the alignment of programs with the college’s mission and vision and its strategic goals.  During academic year 2014-2015,
the task force reviewed other academic master plans to determine the optimal content for JCCC. A separate co-curricular
task force explored what other institutions do to align their co-curricular activities with learning outcomes and assessment
and recommended classifications and proposed outcomes for JCCC activities and experiences. A third team of faculty
members proposed a definition of the elements of effective teaching.  Based on this work, the task force developed an
academic master plan that builds on previous academic planning efforts. The plan encompasses academic program
review results, academic advising efforts, online learning and facilities planning as well as the elements of effective
teaching. (The co-curricular plan will become part of the program review process.) Future additions to the academic
master plan will come from the program review process.     

Expanding program offerings at times or in formats more accessible for students    

LCC will continue to offer simulation alternatives within the Health Science areas within traditional clinical practice to
alleviate the burden on clinical affiliates and to ensure equal exposure to learning opportunities for all students    

LCC will continue to offer online courses, allowing anytime, and any place education opportunities    

LCC will continue to provide courses towards degrees in the evening and at area extension sites    

LCC will continue to offer Financial Services and General Studies degrees totally online  

10. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to provide activities to support entrepreneurship
education and training? 

Yes

Due to state membership of the national consortium MBA Research, Kansas teachers receive a variety of resources for
entrepreneurship instruction.     

Entrepreneurship competencies/concepts are embedded across the Career Cluster pathways standards in a variety of
capacities to meet the spectrum of needs of Kansas secondary students as well as business and industry across the
state.    

CTSO competitive events in BPA, DECA, FBLA, SkillsUSA, and FCCLA support entrepreneurship with many contests.
 These leadership events are promoted for students’ professional learning experiences.    
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The Governor’s Council on Economic Development in Education has partnered with a variety of business and industry
across the state for form the “Employer Engagement” initiative through the Advancing Career Pathways Project awarded
by the Office of Vocational and Adult Education.  Each business partner will sign an agreement to support and provide
entrepreneurship opportunities for high school students and be recognized by the Kansas State Department of Education,
Kansas Board of Regents, and the State of Kansas.    

Reserve fund applications provided Kansas LEA’s with opportunities to participate in an externship with a small business
entrepreneurs in their regions that were selected on existing pathways within the districts.  Through dissemination and
resource sharing at the state level, this has been replicated to give other students the experience, increased awareness of
the details needed operate a small business successfully, and including financial planning in many other areas outside the
classroom.    

Perkins Reserve funds have been awarded to Rigorous Programs of Study Pathways that show exemplary direction and
collaboration with business and industry, promoting career exploration and entrepreneurship opportunities through
partnerships.  Several grantee districts had given students the opportunity to explore and begin business opportunities
through partner business where students do market research, product development, and cost analysis.  Stafford high
school is an example with their collaboration with Hudson Mills through their Restaurant and Event Management pathway
and the release of several new flour and milled grain products.    

The Professional Learning Experience Handbook provides students with all aspects of an industry at the application level
and enforces the need to focus on technical skills needed for the student to be successful in the workplace.    

KSDE EDC participated in Technology Student Association (TSA) monthly board meetings. Along with Kansas TSA Board
Members and associated schools, the EDC planned activities to promote leadership and recruitment, reviewed the
funding processes, governance and guidance.  Activities and events are facilitated to benefit all TSA schools throughout
the state.    

EPC, TSA Board Members, Carolyn Cole (KS lead) and business and industry partners collaborated to provide student
technology contests, meetings, and social activities for about 300 students with 26 schools represented from around the
state at the Technology Student Association Annual Conference (TSA).   This annual competition conference is where
students compete in their chosen events to qualify for the National Competition. Three TSA State Leadership conferences
for teamwork and personal skills served TSA student leaders/officers as well. Kansas State University and Fort Hays
State University also joined in development of all of these conferences.    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.  Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.  Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary exhibits.  
FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and advocacy skills
to 250 staff and students.    

The Real World Design Challenge (RWDC) combined training and supervision with state level activities that culminated in
national contest participation for Engineering Design.  National RWDC personnel, along with various business and
industry support staff, and the Kansas EPC worked with all the participating schools.   Students participated in the design
and development of State Level STEM Engineering activities possibly culminating in a national aerial system challenge.    

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.  These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.  These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.  They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

   

11. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to improve the recruitment and retention of career
and technical education teachers, faculty, administrators, or career guidance and academic counselors, and the
transition to teaching from business and industry, including small business? 

Yes
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Last school year the KSDE CTE staff worked collaboratively with the KSDE Teacher Education and Licensure Team and
Pittsburg State University to redesign the process for obtaining a Restricted Technical Certificate for persons wanting to
teach approved CTE courses but do not hold a Kansas Teacher License in CTE.  The new design has allowed districts to
recruit individuals coming from business and industry, postsecondary institutions, or teachers who hold licenses in other
or non-CTE areas to now teach CTE classes.  This has been a large factor in filling many vacancies across the state
where the classes would have not been offered or programs would have been closed if this had not been available.    

More than 300 teachers, administrators, and counselors attended the Kansas Association for Career and Technical
Education (K-ACTE) Annual Summer Conference, held July 26th – 29th, 2015.  The KACTE Summer conference was
presented by the Kansas Association for Career and Technical Education (K-ACTE), the Kansas State Department of
Education (KSDE), and the Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR). It featured excellent educational opportunities; affiliate
sessions; a state awards program; time to network with colleagues; and vendor resources and services.  The first day was
organized by KSDE, focusing on CTE cluster updates and quality pathways discussions.  The last two days were planned
by both K-ACTE and their affiliates.  The “Four Cs”; communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity are
popular topics in education. The focus of this session is creativity, and how we can create a classroom where students are
more likely to truly be creative. It’s not easy. The road to a classroom where students become skilled inventors of ideas
and products is both organized and unpredictable. It is full of surprises, conflict, collaboration, critical thinking and
communication. The creative classroom is also a never-boring journey toward high engagement and brilliance.  The
conference agenda focused on key initiatives and strategies for the inclusion of academics in CTE, 21st Century Skills,
technology, teaching and learning strategies, and green technologies.   All presentations were posted to the KSDE
website post-conference.     

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     

Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    
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The National Project Lead The Way (PLTW) Assessments Team made up of selected national teachers/leaders from
PLTW schools and Kansas Educational Program Consult (EPC), led Kansas State Leaders in building appropriate
standards connectivity, guidance, and assessment processes for PLTW.All guidance developed will benefit all 133 active
Kansas PLTW schools.    

The Center for Career and Technical Education Teacher Development and Innovation at the Pittsburg State University
(PSU) has four main objectives.The first is the continued delivery of Technical Teacher Education offered in a sequenced
program to assist these new instructors in making the transition from working in business and industry to the teaching
field.PSU provides university mentorship and the opportunity to stay current in their occupational area at reduced or no
cost.The final objective is to have a web-based presence where CTE instructors across the state can log in to share or
download teaching aides and materials.With this program, instructors were certified, and then they would certify their
students.  

12. During the reporting year, did your state use Perkins funds to support occupational and employment
information resources? 

Yes

EPC worked collaboratively through a PLTW grant review process for Wichita State University with Spirit Aero Education
Board, Knight Foundation to secure educational support and funding provisions.These funding efforts support the
Sedgwick County and Wichita area schools, including Winfield, Newton, Hutchinson, Hillsboro and other area community
schools.These businesses as well as Cargill Education Outreach, Kaufman Foundation Cerner, Black and Veach, and
KCSTEM Alliance have supported PLTW and 10 Kansas LEAs.They all serve as advisors to the STEM effort.    

SkillsUSA Kansas Fall Leadership Conference is a 2-day conference to help build leadership skills for students who are
members in their local SkillsUSA Chapters. SkillsUSA prides itself in the “Program of Work” program. These programs
include activities such as Professional Development, Community Service, Employment, Ways and Means (Fundraising),
SkillsUSA Championship Contests, Public Relations, and Social Activities. Richard Hight, an artist from Tulsa Oklahoma
was our guest speaker. In his first session he taught on the skills that are within us and how to bring that talent out and
use it to benefit our skills needed in the workplace. His 2nd session focused on our Patriotic responsibilities and how our
voice counts. Excellent speaker and I would highly encourage schools to use him for in service activities for faculty.Kaleb
James, an Afghanistan Veteran from Manhattan, KS was our guest and spoke on leadership and how to rise to its
expectation. Other 30 Minutes Professional Workshops were put on by our HS State Officer Team.The conference was
attended by about 200 students and advisors from high schools and postsecondary college’s around the state. This year
we included the TechSpo Career and Job Fair participants such as, Fort Scott Community College, Coffeyville Community
College, Northwest Kansas Technical College, and Kansas Works.    

The Kansas Advisory Committee for Career and Technical Education’s (KACCTE) purpose provides a unified voice to
advocate and provide recommendations for continuous improvement for secondary CTE to KSDE, Kansas Board of
Regents (KBOR), and the State Workforce Board.The KACCTE members work closely with KSDE consultants to provide
direction in selecting industry-recognized credentials/certifications that are representative of industries in Kansas, as well
as, the global economy.Through career cluster/pathway development, knowledge and skills are improved and aligned with
business and industry standards thus providing the framework for successful completion of selected third party
assessments.KACCTE meetings are held every quarter to supply continuous support and information.The KSDE
consultants maintain frequent contact with their Career Cluster Representative as well as attend the quarterly meetings.    

Association of Career Technical Education National Conference National conference was attended in December 2014 by
KSDE consultants and leadership.All things CTE were learned from other states through discussions on how they are
improving CTE in other states.This was done through breakout sessions, collaborating, and networking.Approximately
100 teachers and administrators were also in attendance from Kansas.    

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR), in collaboration with the Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE), was
awarded a Rigorous Programs of Study (RPOS) grant from the U.S. Department of Education.  Entitled, “Career Ready
Kansas” (CRK), the grant initiative showcases four secondary and five postsecondary partners delivering rigorous
programs of study (POS) to improve student learning outcomes and respond to changing workforce and economic
development needs in Kansas. Focused on the Manufacturing pathway, the Kansas RPOS grant partners will develop
and implement a rigorous POS for the Manufacturing-Production Career Cluster. Utilizing state-approved pathways,
Kansas students will attain the advanced academic and technical skills needed for the high demand, high wage,
knowledge-based jobs these occupations require.     
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Currently in the extension year 5 of this 4-year grant, the grant participants (four secondary -- Wichita, Derby, Emporia
and Nemaha Valley and six postsecondary -- Wichita Area Technical College, Manhattan Area Technical College, Butler
Community College, Flint Hills Technical College, Fort Hays State University and Hutchinson Community College) have
developed strong relationships between business and industry and education. These relationships offer a valuable
opportunity for a seamless progression from secondary to postsecondary to the workforce while providing students with
the skills necessary to be successful in their chosen Career Technical Education field.  Strong collaboration and
communication between secondary, postsecondary and industry CTE have been one of the most successful components
of the grant.  Other accomplishments include testifying before the Kansas Board of Education on the value of Programs of
Study (POS) and changing board policy to strongly encourage the use of Individual Plans of Study (IPS) for every student
in Kansas as well as the revision of the Kansas Manufacturing pathway courses and competencies to reflect best
practices learned in RPOS based on the 10 frameworks.  Current year results include:     

Sent over 43 faculty and staff to 6 national and 5 regional conferences including 13 presenters    

Eleven faculty and staff earned the Global Career Development Facilitator Certification    

Five secondary and postsecondary faculty attended Butler CC manufacturing workshops    

Thirty-two participants in the Kansas STEM Institute - Science and Manufacturing faculty trained on blending Science and
STEM curriculum    

A new Manufacturing technical skill assessment was developed and implemented into the Manufacturing pathway to
measure end of pathway knowledge and understanding.    

Two districts began the initial phases of adding blended curriculum into CTE course work and pathways.    

Additions of professional development for nine teachers in welding, 3D printing, and other material uses in the
manufacturing pathway were supported    

EPCs collaborate with national staff and state officers to facilitate the State FCCLA Leadership Conference and the
National FCCLA Leadership Conference.Kansas was well represented at Nationals with 350 students that competed in
multiple events.Over 1500 students and staff attended the state conference that included our State STAR (Competitive)
Events and two general sessions with a motivational speaker, track sessions, recognition and post-secondary
exhibits.FCCLA Capitol Leadership Conference provided professional development and training on leadership and
advocacy skills to 250 staff and students.    
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Provide a summary of your state's plan and timeframe for increasing the coverage of programs entered above.

Enter the number of students assessed for technical skill attainment, and the total number of CTE concentrators
reported for the program year. The percent of students assessed for technical skill attainment will be
automatically calculated.

Provide a summary of your state's plan and timeframe for increasing the coverage of programs entered above.

Enter the number of students assessed for technical skill attainment, and the total number of CTE concentrators
reported for the program year. The percent of students assessed for technical skill attainment will be
automatically calculated.

Population Number of Students in the Number of Students in the Percent of Students Assessed

Numerator Denominator

Secondary    

Students

Postsecondary    

Students
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Step 8: Program Improvement Plans

Extension Requested?

No

Required Program Improvement Plans

Directions: Your state has failed to meet at least 90% of the state adjusted level of performance for the core indicators of
performance listed in the table below. Please provide a state program improvement plan addressing the items found in the
column headings of the table below.

Core Indicator Disaggregated categories of Action step to be implemented Staff member Timeline

students for which there were responsible for for

quantifiable disparities or gaps each action step completing

in performance compared to each

all students or any other action step

category of students

6S2 Male and Female non-traditional Increase non-trad. classroom Jay Scott 09-15-16

concentrators learning strategies as well as

awareness through marketing

and training

6S2 Male and Female non-traditional Non-trad. Training at all Jay Scott 09-01-16

concentrators Workshops and Conferences

across Kansas to increase

retention

Local Program Improvement Plans

Total number of eligible recipients that failed to meet at least 90% of agreed upon target    

Core Indicator Disaggregated categories of Action step to be implemented Staff member Timeline

students for which there were responsible for for

quantifiable disparities or gaps each action step completing

in performance compared to each

all students or any other action step

category of students

6S2 Male and Female non-traditional Increase non-trad. classroom Jay Scott 09-15-16

concentrators learning strategies as well as

awareness through marketing

and training

6S2 Male and Female non-traditional Non-trad. Training at all Jay Scott 09-01-16

concentrators Workshops and Conferences

across Kansas to increase

retention
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1S1          249                                          1P2         0    

1S2          249                                          2P1         2    

2S1            51                                          3P1         1    

3S1            43                                          4P1         0    

4S1              9                                          5P1         1    

5S1            21                                          5P2          16                                                  

6S1          121    

6S2          114    

Upon review of the required improvement plans submitted by the districts and consortia, enrollment has been consistent
with past years by non-traditional genders, had no concentrators who were non-traditional, or the district does not offer
non-traditional pathways at this time.  Improvement plans have stated that additional pathway interest surveys will be
given to the student body to identify interests in those areas and careers associated with those pathways.  All districts
have committed to promote non-traditional pathways to the entire student body, provide additional information about
careers in these areas of study and bring in non-traditional speakers to give information on succeeding in these areas. 
Districts will also use KSDE, national and regional resources to help further the exposure of non-traditional pathways and
the importance of becoming a concentrator to improve the transition to a post-secondary institution and/or career.    

Additional explanation/information for 6S2:    

Data reporting for the 6S2– Non-Traditional Completion core indicators has been changed, which would help explain the
disparity in the number of districts that did not reach 90% of the state goal. The implementation of the Pathways system
inadvertently caused a steep learning curve to most of our smaller districts that do not have a dedicated CTE data
person.  This change may have caused the actual quantity of data and districts reporting for FY 13 and FY 14 to go
down.  KSDE is working diligently to adequately train the individuals reporting the data at the local level and current
training for local districts is available in regards to non-traditional classroom teaching & learning strategies and valid
reporting of the non-traditional data.  It is also important to note that Kansas Secondary has renegotiated the performance
levels for 6S1 and 6S2 for the 2015 CAR report to a more practical percentage.  These core indicators’ performance
levels increased in the Kansas Agreed Upon Performance Levels (KAUPL) at a rate between 2011 and 2013 that was
unattainable for most of our rural/small school districts.  We continue to monitor the Non – Traditional Pathway list to
make adjustments that are made nationally.  The addition of the Construction Pathway will help Kansas in the future
years, but it may not be enough to offset the non-traditional numbers that we will lose for the Ag. Science pathway’s
change to traditional.    

Corrective Action Plans:    

Training for local districts is available for non-traditional classroom teaching, learning strategies, and valid reporting of the
non-traditional data. A KSDE consultant, whose primary responsibility is to work with the nontraditional component in
Perkins, as well as members of the Pathways Help Desk are providing non-traditional technical assistance to individual
districts upon request.  We are working to increase awareness between the data entry in Pathways and the performance
of each district in the CAR Core Indicators.  Their performance affects funding on several different levels.  A more
personal request to input data will also be developed to ensure LEA knowledge of the student data entry timeline.    

Information about non-traditional careers will be sent out to all districts, and will continue to be distributed during the CTE
Conference in February 2016 and at our K-ACTE Annual Summer Conference, held in July 2016.  LEAs that did not meet
nontraditional participation and completion core indicator performance measures in 2015 will be provided periodicals
supported by the National Science Foundation.  Visual marketing pieces, including videos, reflecting individuals in the
workforce which represent non-traditional roles have been developed and will continue to be distributed. Four posters
were completed by KSDE and KBOR and distributed to every school district with plans for additional pathway areas being
highlighted for more visual marketing.    



To increase awareness of the importance in our Perkins' data reporting during 2016, We will continue to hold work days
throughout the state of Kansas that will focus on Pathways and student data management.  These work days will provide
one-on-one assistance from KSDE Pathways’ specialists to the staff directly responsible for maintaining and reporting
CTE student data. These work days with help teachers across the state to learn how to accurately report their data so that
every non-traditional student is counted correctly.  All LEAs that do not meet core indicator performance levels will submit
Perkins Actions Plans which include that they must attend these trainings.  

Step 8: Program Improvement Plans
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